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Abstract 
Averbuch, A., Z. Galil and S. Winograd, Classification of all the minimal bilinear algorithms for 
computing the coefficients of the product of two polynomials module a polynomial. Part [I: The 
algebra G[u]/(u”), Theoretical Computer Science 86 (1991) 143-203. 
In this paper we classify all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing the coefficients of 
(~~~~ x,u’)(~~~~ y,u’) mod Q(u)’ where deg Q(U) =j, j/= n and Q(U) is irreducible (over G) is 
studied. The case where I= 1 was studied in [S]. For I> 1 the main results are that we have to 
distinguish between two cases: j > 1 and j = 1. The case where j> 1 was studied in [I]. For j = 1 
it is shown that up to equivalence, every minimal (2~ - 1 multiplications) bilinear algorithm for 
computing the coefficients of (I:=;: x,u’)(C~~~: r,,u’) mod U” is done either by frst computing the 
coefficients of (x:‘I(: x,u’)(C:‘I,; y,rr’) and then reducing them module U” or by first computing 
the coefficients (I:‘:,; x,u’)(C:‘:i y!u’) and then reducing them module U” and adding .~,,_,y,~u”~’ 
or by first computing the coefficients (1::: .u,u’)(~~‘=;;‘_r,rr’) and then reducing them module u” 
and adding (x,,_ Is.,~+.~,,?.,,_,)u’i~~‘. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a field, G[u] be the polynomial ring in u over the field G, 
{x0, Xl,. . . , x,-r] and {Y,,, Yl,. . . , y,_,} are two sets of indeterminates, and let 
P(u) = Q(U)’ = U” +CriC: a,~’ be a manic polynomial, ai E G and Q(U) is irreducible 
(over G) deg Q(U) = j (jl= n). Denote by R(u) the polynomial I:‘,: x,u’, by S(u) 
the polynomial S(u) = ClZd y,u’ whose coefficients are indeterminates, and by I-, 
the set of coefficients of the polynomial Cl;,: 4,~’ = R(u)S(u) mod P(u) where 
{Iclo, $1,. . . , GIn-rIc G(xu, . . . , x, -1, ~0,. . . , Y,,--1). 
This paper continues the flow of general results on the problem of classification 
of all the minimal algorithms for computing r, begun in [9] and continued in 
[8,6,7, l] and on different type of bilinear forms as in [3,4,5]. All the minimal 
algorithms for computing the Tp in algebraic extension field, i.e. 1= 1 are fully 
classified in [S, 9,6,7] while in [l] and in this paper we are classifying all the 
minimal (2n - 1 multiplications) bilinear algorithms for computing T,, when I> 1 
(P(u) = Q(u)‘). The case I> 1 and j = deg Q(u) > 1 was investigated in [ 11. There 
we laid the technical foundations for classifying the minimal bilinear algorithms 
for computing T, when I> 1 and j 3 1. Therefore we will consult [l] closely and 
very often. 
In this paper we will classify all the minima1 bilinear algorithms for computing 
the coefficients of (2::; x,u’)(C:ii Y,u’) mod P(u) where P(u) = Q(u)‘, Q(u) = 
u - 5, 5 E G (j = 1, I= n). Since the algebra G[u]/(u”) is isomorphic to the algebra 
G[ v]/(( u - 5)“) by the isomorphism cr such that a(u) = z, + 5, then computation of 
xxy where x is the multiplication in G[u]/(u”) and x=(x,, . . . , x,_,)~, y = 
(Y”, . . . t Ye,) r is equivalent to the algorithm which computes x 0 y where 0 is the 
multiplication in G[ v]/(( u - 5)“). Thus, for j = 1, the classification in this paper will 
be performed in the algebra G[u]/(u”). 
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Since Theorem 2.4 in [l] will be the basis for our new algorithms, we will 
repeat the lengthy discussion of this theorem here. Let F = G(x,, . . . , x,), H = 
F(Y,,.. . ,y,,,) where x0,. . . , x/, Y,, . Y . . > _ ,,1 2 u are distinct indeterminates over G. 
Let R,(u) =Cl=,, x,u’, S,,,(U) =I::,, y,u’ be two polynomials with indeterminates as 
coefficients. T(U) = R,( u)S,, (u) form a system of bilinear forms which are denoted 
by T(U) = ClzT $,u’. We aim at classifying all the minimal (1+ m + 1 multiplications 
[9]) algorithms for computing {&,, . , $l+m} c H over B = G u {x,,, . . , x,}u 
{y,,, . . . , y,,}. There are two ways for computing R,(u)&,(u) using I+ m + 1 multipli- 
cations. The first one uses the following identity: 
&(u)S,(u) = R,(u)&,(u) mod II (U-Q,) 
, -=” 
(1) 
where (Y, E G, i =O,. . . , m + 1 are distinct. Therefore, choose m + 1-t 1 distinct 
elements of G. By using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), 
,n + I
R,(u)&(u) mod II (u-a,) 
s-0 
can be obtained by computing 
R,(u)&(u)mod(u-a,)=R,(cw,)S,(a,), i=O ,..., m-t1 
and then using only multiplications by elements of G we obtain 
,ntl 
R,(n)&(n) mod n (U-Q,). 
I-0 
The second way uses the identity 
Wlil ml+/ 
R,(u)%(u) = Wu)S,,(u) mod FI (u -P,)+x,.L, II (u-13,) ,=, ,=I 
(2) 
where p, E G, i = 1, . , m + I are distinct. Therefore, R,( u)S, (u) mod ]]yl:’ (IA -pi) 
is computed by using the CRT. We obtain l+m multiplications R,(P,)S,,,@,), 
i=l,..., m + I and the (1+ m + 1)st multiplication is x,y,,. 
Theorem 1.1 (Winograd [9]). Every algorithm for computing the coejicients of 
R,( u)S,,( u) in l+ m + 1 multiplications uses either (1) or (2). 
For I> 1 and j = 1 it is shown in this paper that up to equivalence, every minimal 
(2~ - 1 multiplications) bilinear algorithm for computing the coefficients of 
(Crii x,u’)(C:‘,: y,u’) mod U’ is done either by first computing the coefficients of 
(~~~~ x;n’)(C:‘I~~ y,u’) (using Theorem 1.1) and then reducing them modulo u” or 
by first computing the coefficients (C:z(f x,n’)(C~~~ y,u’) and then reducing them 
modulo un (using Theorem 1.1) and adding ~,_,y,+~- or by first computing the 
coefficients (C:z,f x,n’)(C:~~~ y,u’) (using Theorem 1.1) and then reducing them 
modulo nn and adding (x,,_. ,yO+xoy,,_,)un-‘. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present some necessary 
background. Afterwards we will give detailed examples for each of the three types 
of algorithms. The detailed examples will illustrate the technical aspects of the rest 
of the paper. In Section 4 we define the concept of equivalence relation on the class 
of algorithms we are about to classify. This class of transformations will be larger 
than the one mentioned in [2] but there will be some overlapping transformations. 
In Section 5 we will analyze the structure of the matrix W where W is n x n G-matrix 
such that WA(x)y = (Ila)m. This analysis will be the main starting point for deriving 
all the algorithms. In Sections 7 and 8 we will do the detailed classification based 
on the results of Section 5. 
2. Some background 
From now on we will use the following notation: xT, y’ will denote a row vector 
XT’ (X”, . . .) %-I), YT’ (YO, . . . , y,_,). Computing the coefficients of (CyId x,u’) x 
CC:,: y,u’) mod un is the same as computing the coordinates values of x xy where 
x stands for multiplication in G[u]/(u”). For G[u]/(u”), the companion matrix of 
u, denoted by U, is 
l- 
0 0 . . . 0 0 
1 0 . . . 0 0 
0 1 . . . 0 0 
. . . . 
. . . * . . . . 
0 0 . . . 1 0 
U= 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
Therefore we obtain that the coefficients of (C:zi x,u’)(C:li yiu’) mod U” (i.e. the 
regular matrix representation determined by the basis { 1, u, . . . , u”-‘}) are given by 
XV 0 . . . 0 0 
Xl X” . . . 0 0 . * . . . . 
xv* -2 x,-i . . . X” 0 
x,_, X,,_? . . . XI x0 i -I 
YV 
Yl 
YP-2 
Y,-I 
(3) 
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W,,~, 0 . . . 0 0 
Wi,,,FZ wry-1 '. . 0 0 
lJq = (6) 
wi, I Wi,J . . . WC,,-I 0 
wi.0 
f I 
wt.1 . wt.,-2 Wi,n--I 
Since j = 1, then from [ 1, Lemma 4.41 there is at least one invertible row in w As 
mentioned in [ 1, Remark 4.51, we assume that W, is always invertible, and then the 
following are equivalent: 
0 0 . . . 0 0 1 
0 0 . . . 0 1 0 
K=;; ;;;. (4) 
0 1 000 
10 000 
Let A be a minimal bilinear algorithm for computing the coefficients of XX y then 
+ =x xy = A(x)(y) = Mm where + = ($,,, . . . , CL+,)‘, M is n x 2n - 1 G-matri:;, 
mi,jEM, i=l,..., n, j=l,..., 2n-1, m=(m ,,..., m2n-,)T, mi=L,(x)M,(y), i= 
2?I-1, J!L,(X)=C:li UOXj=UTX, llq, 
;;;;;.‘. . 
t;, E G, M;(y) = 1;:; t,,y, = t:y, up = 
, +--I), t:= (f,,“, . . . , t+,), i = 1,. . . ) 2n - 1 and U is the companion matrix 
ofP(u)=u”((l)).From[l,Lemma4.1]wehavethatifA(x)y=MmthenrankM=n 
and there exists a non-singular n x n G-matrix W such that M = (W-II W-‘a). 
Denote each row of W by w: = (w,,“, . . . , w,,,_,). Then from (4) we have that 
W’= w]rK = (w,,,_,, . . . , wio), i=l,...,n. (5) 
If WA(x)y = (Ila)m, then the matrix (Y has the form ffl,l . . cfI,,,FI Ly= : 
i. :I . . ffn.1 . . ~n,n-l 
From [l, Lemma 4.21 and from (2) and (4), we obtain that the regular matrix 
representation of U,, =C;;‘lb +‘i,klJk has the form 
wn.n-I # 0, U,cs is non-singular, 6(W,)=O (7) 
where if a=~~~~,g,~~, j=l, a~G[u]/{u”), gkEG, k=O ,..., n-l, then S(a), 
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which is the dimension of the null space of the polynomial a, is defined as 
I 0 if g, f 0, 1 if go = 0, g, f 0, 
2 
6=6(a)= . 
i: 
if g,, = 0, g, = 0, gz # 0, 
(8) 
I n-l if g,-,#O, and for all i, Osi<n-2, g,=O, ?I ifg,=Oforall i,Osicn-1. 
Let a, b E G[u]/(u”) then s(a x b) = min( n, s(a) + S(b)) where x is the multipli- 
cation in G[u]/(u”) and s(a) < n when a f 0. 
We will need also some notations and facts from [l, Corollaries 4.7, 4.7”]: In 
the matrix (Y we can have that the entries of the last row are (Y,,, = . . . = (Y,,~_, = 1 
and ti = Cyzi bytnijr u, = CyLi aqu,+,, a,, b,, E G, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. Since j = 1 then 
in,, %+I,. . .1 %-,I, {hl, fn+1,. . . , f2n-,}, are linearly independent and finally there 
exist n-dimensional vectors S,, . . . , S,_, and n-dimensional vectors V,, . . . , V,_, 
such that tT+i S, = S,,, 6(S,) = 0 [ 1, Lemma 4.81 and u:+~ V, = Sj,, j, I= 0, . . . , n - 1. 
We are going to use 
(w, - a,,~,,) x S, = b:w, x S,, i, I=1 ,..., n-l, 
which was proved in [ 1, Lemma 4.12(v)], very often in this section without mention- 
ing the lemma it was derived from. 
Remark 2.1. If for some i, i E (1, . . . , n - l}, 6(Wi) = t, then at least n - t multipli- 
cations are needed to compute w:A(x)y and at least n - t - 1 terms of (Y,, , . . . , a,,,_, 
are equal to 0 [ 1, Lemma 4.111. We can assume ai,, . . . , (Y,,,_,_, # 0. If this is not 
the case we can apply a permutation matrix (transformation (1) from Section 4) 
and obtain an equivalent algorithm in the following way. Let N be an (2n - 1) x 
(2n - 1) G-permutation matrix such that the first n rows and n columns of N is 
the identity matrix and WA(x)y = (Ila)NN-‘m. Then (Y,,, . . . , a,,,,-r_, are not equal 
to 0. The procedure above, which reorders the non-zero elements of a row, can be 
successfully applied to at least one row in W, however it is not guaranteed that this 
transformation can be applied successfully to more than one. 
3. Examples 
Since the paper is technically involved, we prefer in the beginning to look at 
some intuitively obuious methods for computing the coefficients of C:‘,: x,u’ 
(C:ci yin’) mod U” by giving a detailed list of examples of how to compute the 
coefficients ofC:I(: xiui (C:<(: ,v,u’) mod U” for n = 4 in 7 multiplications and demon- 
strate some concepts which are defined in the previous section. This bilinear system 
has the following matrix representation: 
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4x1~ = 
In addition we will compute the matrices W and a such that WA(x)y=(I~a)m 
and for i = 0,. . . , 3, the 4-dimensional vectors Si and V, such that tT+,S, = 6,,, 
G+, V, = a,,, t, = If=,, b,,t,+, and u, = Cl=,, ai,ql+, for i, j = 0, . . . , 3. 
Example 3.1 
A(x)y= I 
1 0 0 0 
- : 
-2 
5 
G 
7 I 7 
-E -FJ 
L 
X 
and 
(14 
(la’) 
(laa’) 
Here for all i = 0,. . . , 3, V, and S, are invertible while 6( W,) = 0 for i = 2, 3, 4 and 
S( a,) = 3. Then 
ho=%, h,=$, b12= -;, b,3=+, 
bxj = $j, b,, = ,%, bZZ = -;;, bx = %, 
(laaa’) 
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and ati = b,. 
bx,= 1, b,, =:, bu=-2, b,, = 14. 
We obtain this algorithm by computing the coefficients of CC;‘=, xiu’)(~~~=,y,u’) 
using Theorem 1.1 with the scalars 0, 1, -1, 2, -2, 3 and reducing them modulo 
u4. In general, we obtain this type of algorithm by computing the coefficients of 
(C:,: x~u’)(~:‘:; y,u’) with 2n -2 distinct scalars from the field G using Theorem 
1.1 and reducing them module u”. Another algorithm in this category is 
and 
Vo=S,,=(9,0,-$,O), VI = S, = (i> t, &, 0), 
Vz=S,=(-I,-i,+,,O,), V, = S, = (-18, -9, -2, 1). 
(lb) 
(lb’) 
(lbb’) 
Here for all i = 0,. . . ,3, V,, S, and W, are invertible. We obtain this algorithm by 
computing the coefficients of CC:=,) xiu’)(C;‘_,, y u’) using Theorem 1.1 with the 
scalars 1, -1, 2, -2, 3, -3. 
Example 3.2 
A(x)Y = 
XOYO 
(x,+x,+x,)(Y,+Y,+Y,) 
(-%-x,+xAYcY,+Y2) 
X3Yo 
x”+2x,+4x2)(Y”+2Yl+4Yz) 
x0 - 2x,+4x&y,, - 2YI + 4Yd 
X,lY, 
-I 
@a) 
and 
w= 
and 
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(2a’) 
so= (l,O, -i, O), sl=(o,:,i,o), 
s2 = (0, -f, t, 01, S,=(O,O,O, 11, 
v* = (0, (40% l), v, = (0, a, i, 01, 
v2 = (0, -a, t, 01, v, = (1, 0, -4, 0). 
(2aa’) 
(s($~)=O while 6(~,)=3 and 8(WJ=6(Wj)=1. In addition, S(So)=S(V3)=0, 
S( V,) = 6(S,) = 3 and for i = 2, 3 we have that S(Si) = 6( V;) = 1. 
a -0 a,, =O, IO- 3 
b,,, = 1, b,, =O, 
-0 a,,=i, a20- , 
bzo=$, b,, =$, 
al2 - 0, a -1 IX-- 7 
blZ = 0, b,, = 0, 
I 
k- 8, 
h 
a23 =R, 
b,,=-A, 
(2aaa’) 
b,, = 0, 
a3o = 0, a 
__I 3 
31- 8, a32=8, 
6 
a33=x, 
b3o = $3 b3, =-d, b32=i, b,, = 0. 
We obtain this algorithm by computing the coefficients of (If=, xju’)(C~=,,y,u’) 
using Theorem 1.1 with the scalars 0, 1, -1, 2, -2 and reducing them module u4 
and adding (x3y,+xoy,)u’. In general, we obtain this type of algorithm using the 
identity 
Yi”’ mod 
We compute the coefficients of (1::: x,u’)(C:~~~ y,u’) by Theorem 1.1 using 2n -4 
distinct scalars from G and reducing them modulo u’. 
Since in (2a), M,(y) = M,(y), then by linear combination we obtain an equivalent 
algorithm to (2a): 
A(~)Y = 
1 u 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 f -$ 0 -& & 0 
0: $0 ’ -24 ‘0 - 24 
0-i; 1 1 iZ 11 -5 I (- 
(: 
(xo+-4Y” 
(x,+x, +x2xYo+.Y, +.I%) 
(.%-x,+xJ(Yo-Y1+Y2) 
%Yo 
x0+2x, +44x2)(Y0+2Y, +t-Y2) 
r. - 2x, + 4x2)(Y, - 2Y, + 4Y2) 
X0Y3 
(2b) 
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and 
s(w,)=s(w,)=o, 8(Wz)=6(W3)=1. 
aIn= 1, a -0 a,,=O, a,,=1 II- 3 
and the rest of a,j and b, are the same as in (2aaa’). 
@‘I 
(2bb’) 
Since in (2a), the multiplications p4 and p, are referred only by the last row of 
M (where M appears in A(x)y = Mm), we can change them without affecting the 
other multiplications and we obtain the following algorithm which is equivalent to 
(2a) in the following way. Assume that 
A=[:, ,‘I, A-‘=[: ;]. 
Then (ii,\ zi,) = (q\u,) A and 
[$] =A-‘[$] 
where U,, ii,, f4 and t; are the coordinates of the modified multiplications. Then 
we obtain 
000 00 
-: 0 -A & 0 
f 0 _A -& 0 
0 -; ; 1 & -1% 1 I 
X 
XOYO 
(X,+X,+X2)(Yo+Y,+Y2) 
(x,,-x,+X?)(Y”-Y,+Y2) 
x,(y,,+ Y3) 
(x,+~x,+~x~)(Y~+~Y,+~Y~ 
(x0-2x, +4-My. - 2~~ + 4~2 
(x0 - .%)Y, 
(2c) 
and [Y and W are the same as in (2a’). 
So=(l,O,-$,O), v, = s, = (0, a, t, O), v2=s2=(o,-;,i,o), 
(W 
S=(-LO,$, 11, v,,=(l,O, -a, 11, v, = (O,O, 0, -1). 
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6(So) = S(SJ = SC Vu) = 0, 
S(S,) = 6(S,) = 6( V,) = S( V,) = 1, 
SC V,) = 3, 
a lo= -1, alI =O, al2- -0 , ai3 = 1, 
b,,, = 1, b,, = 0, b,z = 0, b,3 = -1, 
1 6 
a 20 = 
6 3 
- x 2 a2 =x, a2?=-g, az3=ii, 
bzo=$, b2, =$, b12= -$, bz=-$, 
6 a --I 3 a3q=8, 
6 
a30= -3, x1- x, aj3 =R, 
bxo=tr b3,=-;r b32=:, b33=-$. 
Another type of algorithm related to (2a) is 
000 
(x,+~,+xz)(Yo+Y,+Yz) 
(x”-x,+x?)(Yo-Y,+Y~) 
(~“+xxi)(Y0+YJ 
(x,,+~x, +4~,)(~~+2y, +4y2) 
(xc, -2x, +4xJ(y,, -2y, +4yJ 
%Y3 
and 
w= 
‘1 0 00 0 0 0 
0 2 20 3 1 -3  z 0 
0 _; $ (Y= 0 I ’ [I I JZ - 3 73 0 
1 $ 01 I 16 -ii5 -1 
6($,)=3, S(W,) = 6(W,) = 1, 6(W,)=O 
and 
v”=so=(l,o, -i,O), v, = SI = (0, $, $, O), 
VZ=S~=(O,-+,+,o), V,=S3=(-l,O,$, 1). 
(2cc’) 
(2d) 
(2d’) 
(2dd’) 
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Example 3.3. 
000 0 00 
5 4 -; _A _A 0 
; 0 g -k -24 ’ 0 
-d 5 I I ’ 6 2 -12 1  
X 
and 
rl 0 0 01 ro 0 0 
and 
So= ($, 0, -f,O), S,=(%,Li7,0), 
S*=(-$, -&i,O), S,=(O,O,O, 1), 
Vo=(O, -$,O,f), V,=(O,~,$,Gz), 
V*=(O,a,a, -t,, v3= (1, 1, -a, -$,, 
5(Si) =O, i=o, 1,2, S(S,) = 3, 
S(v,)=l, i=o, 1,2, S( V3) = 0, 
a lo- -0 > a II- -0 7 a,2=0, al3 = 1, 
bvJ=X, b,, =;, blz= -2, b,, = 0, 
@a) 
W) 
(3aa’) 
a = - 1, 
1 I 3 
20 a,, =x, a22=4, a23=2, 
(3aaa’) 
b20= 1, k,=;r bz2 = -4, bz = 0, 
a -0 30  9 a -0 9 a32- 0 , 31  a33 = 1, 
b,,, = -4, b3, =A, b32 =a, bj3 = 0. 
We obtain this algorithm by computing the coefficients of (~;‘=,~~u’)(~f=,y~u’) 
using Theorem 1.1 with the scalars 0, 1, -1, 2, -2 and reducing them modulo u4 
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and adding x,y,u3. In general, we obtain this type of algorithm using the identity 
Thus, compute the coefficients of (1::; .*_,u’)(~~~~~ y,u’) by Theorem 1.1 and reduce 
them modulo u”. By interchanging the roles of u, and ti the following identity is valid: 
Hence the following algorithm, where the roles of u, and ti were exchanged, is 
equivalent to (3a) 
NX)Y = 
and 
and 
1 3 CY= I-: 0 1 -ii; hiL 0‘-& 32 0 1 
4x rs 
a,, = 0, 4 alI ‘Ii, I aI2 =h, a 13 = -i, 
ho = 1, h, =O, b12 = 0, b,, = 0, 
azo- , -0 a,,= , 1 
I 
a22=y, a 23=-i, 
bz,, = t , bz, = -;, bz2=&, b23=+, 
a -0 a 
I 1 
x0- 3 31= -3, a32=z, 
I 
a33=4, 
b,o= -$, b,, =i, bs>=h, b33=-i. 
(3b) 
(3b’) 
(3bb’) 
(3bbb’) 
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We will now present the same type of algorithm as in (3a) but performed with the 
scalars 1, -1, 2, -2, 3: 
H 
X 
(x”+x,+X2+X3)(YO+Y,+Y2) 
(xo-x,+x2-x~)(Y”-Y,+Y2) 
X3Y2 
(x,,+2x,+4X2+8X3)(Yo+2Y,+4yz) 
(~,-2~,+4~,-8x,)(y,-2~,+4~,) 
(xo+3x, +9x,+27xl)(y,,+3y, +9y3) 
&Y3 
L 
6(W,)=O, i=l > . . . 3 4 
and 
._11_ 
,360 
x3 
-680 
17 
‘720 
2 
-xs 
1 
85 
- Tli? 
I6 
-85 
- h 
5 
ii 
- 6% 
(3c) 
(3c’) 
s~=(5,‘i-$,o), s,=G,-b,&,O), 
SZ=(-:,O,I,O), s3 = (O,O, 0, I), 
V,=(O,i,i, -f,, v, =(O, -&,f, -id, 
v2 = (0, -A, 0, 3, V,=(l, -+, -d,&). 
a -2 10-4, a ,I- --k > a,2=-L 5, al3 
1 
- 2, 
b,o=;, b,, = ,h, blZ= -2, b,, = 0, 
7 
a 
I 1 
eo=20, 21 =-xi, a22=i3, 
__I 
a2?- ,(,, 
b2o = 1, b2, =:, b,?= -5, bzs = 0, 
5 1 2 
a 30= -44, a 31 = 44, a32 = 3, a 3, 
_a 
- 726 > 
b,o= -a, b, =&, b,2 = 4, b,, = 0. 
(3cc’) 
(3ccc’) 
Since in (3a), L,(x) = L,(x), then we can use a linear combination to obtain the 
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following equivalent algorithm to (3a): 
1 
I_ 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 
0 
A(~)Y 5 
4 -+ -A & 0 
= 
-; $ () $ 
1 
-z -24 1-i 
0 -z ’ -5 ; h ’ _jl? 1 I_ 
xo(J+,+YJ 
(~o+~,+~~+~~)(y”+Y,+Y?) 
X,Y, 
X ~~“-~,+~xa-~~~~Y~~-Y,+y*~ 
(x,+2~,+4~~+8~~)(y~+2y,+4y,) 
(x,-~x,+~x~-~x,)(Y~-~Y,+~Y,) 
*%Y, 
and 
and 
S2=(-4, -+,t,o,, S3=(0,0,0, I), 
v,,=(O,-:,0,3, VI = (0, A, f, 9, 
(3d) 
(W 
(3dd’) 
V2=(0,i,i, -3, v, = (1, 1, -+, -a,. 
All the algorithms presented in later sections will be derivable using one of the three 
methods described in the examples above. While we are in the process of developing 
these algorithms we will point out when we reach each method. At first glance it 
will be rather difficult to see the connection between the above methods and the 
formal description of each algorithm as it appears in the coming theorems. Therefore, 
we will point after each theorem to a suitable detailed example which will give 
some insight into how the above methods really exhaust all the possible minimal 
bilinear algorithms for computing the coefficients of (C:I(: x,u’)(C:‘Ii y,u’) mod IA*. 
In addition, before analyzing each type of algorithm we will present a short outline 
of the approach we are taking in each case. 
4. The equivalence classes of minimal bilinear algorithms 
In order to accommodate the new algorithms we have to enhance the class of 
equivalent algorithms that were mentioned in [l, Section 31. For the completeness 
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of our description of equivalence classes, which will play a major role in collapsing 
together algorithms which at first glance look unrelated, we will repeat the description 
we gave in [l] and will add in suitable places the additional transformations that 
identify algorithms in G[u]/(u”) belonging to the same equivalence class. 
If an algorithm A’ is derived from an algorithm A by some transformation which 
does not use any m/d operations, then the algorithms are related and we will identify 
them as belonging to the same equivalence class; thus we do not distinguish between 
them since they differ merely by these transformations. 
We can divide these transformations into two types: 
Type 1: Transformations applicable to any systems of bilinear forms. 
Type 2: Transformations applicable only to systems of bilinear forms that were 
derived from (1::; x,u’)(C~~~ ylu’) mod u”. 
We will identify six types of transformations. Transformations (I), (2) and (5) have 
been used in [ 11. In addition to those, we will see some new ones appearing in this 
section as (3), (4) and (6). Let A be a minimal algorithm for computing + = A(r)(y). 
Then + = A(x)(y) = Mm where + = (I/J,,, . . . , t,!~~_,)~, 
R,, . . . R,, 
A(x)= ; ! 
[ 1 R,,, . . R,,, 
and Rk, = CrIc: g,,kxj, g,+ E G, M is n x 2n - 1 G-matrix m,,i E M, i = 1, . . . , n, 
j=l,..., 2n-1, m=(p ,,..., PZ,-I)~, Pi = Li(x)Mt(~), L,(X) =CyZd ux,X, =X 
T 
ui, 
M,(Y)=C:~,~ tc,yj=y’ti, u,,, t,,EG ad u,=(u,,“,..., ~,,,-1), t,=(t,,“,.. . 9 fi,n--l), 
i=l,..., 2n-1, x=(x0 )...) X,J,y=(y” ,...,y,_,)7 
Type 1 contains the following transformations: Another algorithm A’ ( I,!J = A(x) x 
(y) = M’m’) is equivalent to A (I& = A(x)(y) = Mm) if one of the following condi- 
tions is satisfied. 
(1) We can renumber the multiplication column and then rearrange the coefficient 
matrix to suit this permutation and obtain an equivalent algorithm. In other words, 
let II be any (2n - 1) x (2n - 1) G-permutation matrix, then the relabeling will be 
done as follows: 
M’= MIT, m’= T’m. 
(2) Replace mi = L,(x)M,(y) by (UiL;(x))(biM,(y)), ai, b, E G, ai, b, f 0 and multi- 
plying the ith column of M by (a&)‘. In other words, we can scale the multiplica- 
tions by scalars from the base field G. 
(3) Assume w.1.g. that m,,, = m,,2 = 1, m,,,, mi2 = 0, 2 s i s n, otherwise use trans- 
formation (2). Then 
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Therefore p, +p2=Cyll R,,,(x)y, -cfll’ m,,,p,. Sincep, =xTu,fTy andp2=XTU2tTy, 
then 
T 
p,+p3=X7U,l:J:-(-X7u,tP~~=XT(U1(UZ) 
( -> 
s y. 
Choose a 2 x 2 non-singular G-matrix A. Denote (U, 1 U2) = (u, ( uz)A and 
(5) =A-‘($). 
Then p, =x rti, ~:JJ, & = xl‘ii,i~y and we have p, +p2 =p, +j&. In words, since p, 
and p2 are referred only by the first row of M, we can modify p, and p2 without 
affecting the other multiplications of the algorithm. See example (2~) in Section 3. 
(4) Let A be an algorithm where M,(y) = M,(y). Then we can obtain an equivalent 
algorithm A’ where L{(x) = L,(x) +gL?(x), L:(x) = L,(x), i = 2,. . . ,2n - 1, g E G 
and M{(y) = MS(y) = M,(y) and M:(y) = M,(y), i = 3,. . ,2n - 1 and rn$ = 
mi.2 -gm ,,,, i=l,..., 2n - 1, g E G. In words, if M,(y) = M,(y), i #j, we can perform 
any linear combination (with scalars from G) and obtain a new algorithm after 
adjusting the coefficient matrix M. See examples (2b) and (3d) in Section 3. 
Type 2 contains the following transformations: 
(5) Choose two invertible elements LY, p in the algebra G[u]/(u”). Always 
where x is the multiplication in G[u]/(u”). Each N is described by (Y =I:‘_(: LY,U’. 
Its regular matrix representation is given by U,, =Cy=mC: cu,lJ’ where CJ is the com- 
panion matrix of u’. Similarly, let p =C:L(: &u’, U, =~~~,~ p,U’. Then A’ is given 
by m’=(pi,. . . , pi,,_,)-’ where p:=L,(U,,x)M,(Uoy), Mis2n-1, and M’= 
UcaPJ IM. From L,(x)= u:x, M,(y)= rTy, L,(U,x)= uTU,,x=(~:)~xand M,(U,y)= 
tTU,y = ( ti)Ty, we obtain for all i = 1,. . . ,2n - 1 that ui = Uzu, and t: = Ust,. We 
should note that in G[u]/(u”), (Y and p are invertible if and only if (Y(~, p,, # 0. 
(6) Replace each L,(x) = I& u[,,x, and M,(y) =x,h:,, t,,,y,, OS a,, b, c n - 1, i = 
1, . . . ,2n - 1, of an algorithm A by L:(x) = I::, t,,, x, and M:(y) = I:;, u,.;y,, 0 s ai, 
b,sn-l,i=l,..., 2n-1, and obtain an equivalent algorithm A’ since A(x)(y) = 
(C:‘Lt: xlU’)y (U is the companion matrix of Q(U)‘) and the polynomial multiplica- 
tion in G[u]/(Q(u)‘) is commutative; thus we also have A(x)(y) = (Cyit; yiU’)x. 
See how example (3a) is related to example (3b) in Section 3 (through the use 
of this transform). 
Notation. Denote by Y,,. the class of all the algorithms for computing the coefficients 
of CC:‘,: .x,n’)(C~~,~ y,u’) mod un in any algebra isomorphic to G[u]/(u”). 
How do we relate the computation among various algebras in F,,J~? Let u be 
an isomorphism CT: G[u]/(u”) + G[ v]/(v”). Therefore, in order to compute the 
coefficients of R(u)S(u) mod nn we compute R’(u) = o(R(u)) and S’(v) = a(S(u)). 
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This part uses no m/d steps. Then to compute the coefficients of R(u)S(u) mod un, 
we compute the coefficients of T’(v) = R’( u)S’(v) mod V” and then compute 
U-‘(T’(v)). The last part does not use any m/d steps. 
5. The structure of the matrix @’ 
In this section we will derive the structure of the matrix I% The difficulty, which 
does not appear in [l], comes from the fact that there is at least one invertible row 
in w [l, Lemma 4.41 which does not guarantee that the rest of the rows in 6’ are 
invertible. From [ 1, Lemma 4.41 it follows that if deg Q(u) = j > 1 then there are at 
least two invertible rows in 6’ and by [ 1, Lemma 5.51 all the rows in I&’ are invertible. 
Lemmas 5.1, 5.3, 5.4 are the results of case analysis of the rows of 6’. 
Lemma 5.1. For all i=l,..., n, let r,=(riOr.. . , rl,n-,). If {r,, . . . , r,} is a basis for 
G[u],/(u”), then there are at most k, 1 s k s n, r,‘s such that S(r,) 2 n - k. 
Proof. Assume that there are k + 1, 1 c k s n - 1, of r, such that 6( r,) 2 n - k. Denote 
this k + 1 distinct indices by fi. Then r,,, = 0, I = 0,. . . , n - k - 1, while i ranges over 
the set R. Then the k + 1 vectors r,, i E R, are a linearly dependent contradiction to 
{r,, . . . , r,,} being a basis. 0 
Remark 5.2. Since {E,, . . . , W,} constitute a base, then from Lemma 5.1 it follows 
that in 6’there can be at most one row i such that 6( Wi) = n - 1 (i.e. Wj = (0, . . , 0, [), 
5~ G, 5#0). 
Lemma 5.3. If there exists W, E iif so that 1 s S(W;) G n -2, then there exists at least 
one W, E Wsuch that S($j) = 1. 
Proof. Assume 
t=min{S(C,): l<S(ti,)<n-2,1Ci<n-1) (la) 
and let j be such that 
S( W,) = t. (lb) 
From [ 1, Lemma 4.111, (la) and (lb), at least n - t multiplications are needed to 
compute wTA(x)y. Then by Remark 2.1, 
a,,1,. . ., Q,,n--l-l #O (2a) 
and since t < n - 1 (la) we can assume that in (2a) there is at least one LY,,, f 0, 
IE{l,..., n - t - l}. Assume 
a,,1 f 0. (2b) 
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From (lb) and (2b), we obtain 
6($;-a,,w,)=o. 
But (w, - Q;-, $‘,,j x S, = b$ W,, so from (lb) and (2c), we obtain 
b: # 0, 6(S,) = S(W,) = f. 
If 6( wi) = 0, i #j, then from ($; - ai, W,) x S, = b?, ~3, and (3), we obtain 
b;, =0 
and 
6(w,-cu;,,w,)~n-t>1. 
Let 
(2c) 
(3) 
(da) 
(4b) 
i 
LY,, if 6(W,)=O, 
g, = 
0 if 6( W,) > 0. 
(5) 
By definition of t (la) and (5) we have defined g, for all i = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
Consider (3, -g,W,, . , . , 3,_, -g,,_,W,,, W,}. This is a basis for G[ u]/( u”). By the 
construction, this basis has n - 1 non-invertible elements. By Lemma 5.1, there must 
be at least one element, say K+, -ghW,,, satisfying 
6(Wl -gl,Wn) = 1. (6) 
But 
6(W,)>O (7) 
because if 6( a,) = 0, then from (4b) and (5) we obtain that 6( Wk - ak,S,,) 3 2 which 
is a contradiction to (6). Therefore from (6) and (7), it follows that g, =0 and 
6(Wk) = S(& -g,W,) = 1. q 
Lemma 5.4. If there is one row i in k!f such that S(ai) = 1, then there are no two 
invertible rows in w in addition to g,,. 
Proof. Assume 
S(S,)=6(W,)=O (la) 
and 
a(*,,_,) = 1. I I’. 
From [ 1, Lemma 4.1 l] and (la), we have 
*ii,. . . , a,,,,-1 # 0, i-1,2. (2a) 
From [ 1, Lemma 4.1 l] and (lb), at least n - 1 multiplications are needed to conpute 
w,_,A(x)y and at least n -2 terms of cy,-,,,, . . . , IY,,_,,~_~~ are not zero. T! ,;;! c,v- 
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Remark 2.1 we can assume that 
a,-1.1,. ‘. > an-,.n-:’ f 0. (2b) 
From (2b), (@‘,_,-a,,_,,,~,,)~ S, =b~_,,,@,,_, and the fact that S(@,_,-(Y,_,,,w,)= 
0, we obtain 
%,,, f 0, 6(S,) = 6(tin_,) = 1. (3) 
From (W, -a,,@,) x S, = hr,G,, i = 1,2, (la), (2a) and (3), we obtain b:, = 0, i = 1,2, 
and 6( +, - cr,, I?,,) = n - 1, i = 1,2, which contradict Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.2 since 
{I%,-a,,*,,, u’7-ffz,w,,,w~ )..., W,,) is a basis for G[u]/(u”). 0 
The following corollary (which summarizes Lemmas 5.1, 5.3, 5.4) will be very 
important in the following sections since it will be used as a starting point for a 
refined case analysis of the rows of fi If one of the rows of w has a null dimension 
of n - 1, we designate W, as having 6( W,) = n - 1 just for ease of notation for the 
rest of this paper and without loss of the generality of the following proofs. 
Corollary 5.5. The rows of w satisfy one of the following relationships: 
(i) 6(#,) =O, i = 1,. . . , n (i.e. all the rows of ware inuertible), or 
(ii) s(,t,,)=n-1, S(*,)=O, i=2 ,..., n, or 
(iii) S(ti,)>O, i=l,..., n-2, 8(@,_,)=1, or 
(iv) 6(W,)=O, 6(W,)>O, i=2 ,..., n-2, 6(W,_,)= 1. 
in (iii) and (ivj, we assume S(W,,) =O. 
The main results of the paper (which are derived from Corollary 5.5) are as follows. 
Theorem 5.4. An algorithm A ,for computing the coejicients of (CyIi xiu’) x 
tv Ii -: L, ,, x,ti’) mod IA” in 2n - 1 multiplications is equivalent to the algorithm whose L,(x)‘s 
and M,(y)‘s are given by 
l&-r,-K-‘(l/(w-p,)), i=l,..., n-2, 
ii,,_, = f,,_, = K _‘(l), 
u,,+, = tn,/- KP’(l/(w-a,_,,,)), l=O ,..., n-l, 
where 6(w) = 0, w E G[u]/(u”) and the minimal degree polynomial (over G) satisfied 
by w (mod u”) is of degree n, 1 is the unit vector in G[u]/(u”) and the set 
A =={P,, . . , E--2,0, an-,,,, . . . , L,.,,-,l 
has 2n - 2 distinct elements. Conversely, for every 6(w) = 0, w E G[ u]/( u”), and for 
every set 
A = {P,, . . . , /X-2,0, a,,-,.,, . . . , ~~~~n--l~ 
of 2n - 2 distinct elements of G there exist an algorithm A for computing the coeficients 
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of (CT:; x,u’)(C:I~: y,u’) mod U” using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and 
M,(y)‘s, i = 1, . . . , 2n - 1, are given by the form in thehrst half of the theorem. 
Corollary 5.5’. Every bilinear algorithm A in .T,,f’, that is described by Theorem 5.6, 
forcomputing thecoeficients of (1::; x,u’)(C~~~ yiu’) mod un in 2n - 1 multiplications 
is done by first computing the coeficients of (CyL(: x,u’)(C:z,; y,u’) (using Theorem 
1.1) and then reducing them modulo u”. 
In this algorithm, all the distinct scalars from the base field G are not zero. This 
algorithm is demonstrated in example (lb) in Section 3. 
Theorem 5.6’. An algorithm A for computing the coefjicients of (Cyz(: x,u’) x 
(C:li y,‘u’) mod 14” in 2n - 1 multiplications is equivalent to the algorithm whose 
L,(x)‘s and M,(y)‘s are given by 
u, = 7, = 1, 
U,=t;=K’(l/(w-p,)), i=2 ,..., n-2, 
ii+, = I-, = K_‘(l), 
~,+,=t-,+,=K~‘(l/(w-cu,~.,,,)), I=0 ,..., n-l, 
where 6(w) = 0, w E G[ u]/( u”) and the minimal degree polynomial (over G) satisfied 
by w (mod u”) is of degree n, 1 is the unit vector in G[u]/(u”) and the set A = 
{P2,. . . , Pn-?,O, an-1.1,. . . , CY~_,,~_,} of 2n -3 distinct elements. Conversel_y, forever): 
6(w)=O, w~G[u]/(u”),andforeverysetA={~, ,..., p,1_2,0,cy,,_,,1 ,..., CY,,_,,,~-,} 
of 2n - 3 distinct elements of G there exists an algorithm for computing the coejficients 
of (Cr_rd xlu’)(C:li y,u’) mod un using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and 
M,(Y) ‘s, i=l,... ,2n - 1, are given by the form in the first half of the theorem. 
This is the same type of algorithm as presented in Theorem 5.6 but here one 
of the scalars which is chosen from the base field G is 0. See example (la) in 
Section 3. 
Theorem 5.7. An algorithm A for computing the coejicients of (Cy-0’ x,u’) x 
(~~~~ y,u’) mod U” in 2n - 1 multiplications isequivalent to thealgorithm whose L,(x)‘s 
and M,(y)‘s are given by 
u, = K_‘(lI(w-P,)), <=K’(V,,/(w-p,)), i=l,..., n-2, 
u,_, = K’(l), r,_, = K -‘( v,), 
%+/ = K-‘(ll(w - %,,l)), 
C+, = K-‘(V,/(w-a,_,,,)), l=O ,..., n-2, 
z&__, = 1, &,,_, = K’(l), 
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where S(w) = 0, w E G[ u]/( u”), the minimal degree polynomial (ouer G) satisfied by 
h’ (mod u”) is ofdegree n, 6( V,) = 1, 1 is the unit vector in G[u]/(u”), uz+,Vo= a,,,, 
I=0 ,..., n-l,andthesetA={p, ,..., /3,,_r,0,~n_I ,,,..., cu,_,,,~,}has2n_3dis- 
tinct elements. Conversely, for every 6(w) = 0, w E G[ u]/( u”), 6( V,,) = 1, and for every 
set A={p,,. . . ,P,>~_,,O, a, _,,,,.. .,a,_ ,,,,-?} of 2n -3 distinct elements of G there 
exists an algorithm A for computing the coejicients of (CT:<: xju’)(C:~~ y,u’) mod u” 
using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and M,(y)‘s, i = 1,. . . ,2n - 1, are given by 
the form in the,first half of the theorem. 
Corollary 5.8. Every bilinear algorithm A in Y(,rf, that is described by Theorem 5.1, 
for computing the coejicients of (Cy,: x,u’)(Cy_Ii y,u’) mod u” in 2n - 1 multiplications 
is done by first computing the coejicients of (C:=r,’ x,u’)(C~~~ y,u’) (using Theorem 
1.1) and then reducing them modulo u” and adding xOyn_,u”-‘. 
Here all the distinct scalars from the base field G are non-zero. See example (3~) 
in section 3. 
Theorem 5.7’. An algorithm A for computing the coejicients of (Cyi(: x,u’) x 
(x:iC: y,u’) mod u” in 2n - 1 multiplications is equivalent to the algorithm whose L,(x)‘s 
and M,(y)‘s are giuen by 
f, = t; = 1 ” 
u, = K_‘(ll(w -IA)), t;=K’(V,/(w-p,)), i=2 ,..., n-2, 
tin_, = K’(l), in__, = K ‘(V,,), 
ii n+, = K-‘(ll(w - L,,l))> 
._ 
:,,+,=K~‘(V,,/(w-cu,~,,,)), I=0 ,..., n-2, 
iirrl_. , = 1, t>,,_, = K’(l), 
where 2( w) = 0, w E G[ u]/( u”), 6( V,,) = 1, 1 is rhe unit vector in G[ u]/( u”‘), UT+,V,, = 
6,, , !=(I:. ., n--l, and thesetA={pz,. . . ,/3n_2,0,~,,_ ,,,,.. . , (Y,_,,~_~} has 2n-4 
distrnct elements. Conversely, for every 6(w) = 0, w E G[u]/(u”), 6( V,,) = 1, and 
f?r every set A = {PI,. . . , Pn_?, 0, CI~_ _,,,, . . . , CY,_,,~_~} of 2n -4 distinct elements 
c:/ G there exists an algorithm A for computing the coejicients of (C:Ii x,u’) x 
(C:=-,; y,u’) mod u” using 2n -1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and M;(y)‘s, i = 
1, . . ,2n - 1, are given by the form in the first half of the theorem. 
This is the same type of algorithm as presented in Theorem 5.7 but here one of 
the distinct scalars which is chosen from the base field G is 0. 
Theorem 5.9. An algorithm A for computing the coeficients of (x:1,; x,u’) x 
(C:_ii yiu’) mod u”’ in 2n - 1 multiplications is equivalent to the algorithm whose L,(x)‘s 
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and M,(y)‘s are given by 
ii;=t;=K’(w/w(-/3,)), i=l,..., n-2, 
u,_, = r,,_, = K-‘(w), 
u, = K_](l), i,=l, 
%+I = f*+, =K-‘(w/(w-cq_,,,)), I=1 ,..., n-2, 
u,,-, = 1, &-, = K’(l), 
where 6(w) =O, wf G{u]/(u”), w& G, 1 is the unit vector in G[u]/(u”) and the set 
A=#,, . . . > Pn-2, a,,m1,1,. . . > a,-\,,,-, ] has 2n -4 distinct elements. Conversely, for 
every WE G[u]/(u”), w&G, 6(w)=l, andfor every set 
A ={P,, . . . , h-2, a,-I.I,. . , L,.,,-J 
of 2n - 4 distinct elements of G there exists an algorithm A for computing the coeficients 
of (Crl(: x,u’)(C:_r,’ ylu’) mod u” using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and 
M,(Y)‘& i= 1,. . . ,2n - 1, are given by the form in the first half of the theorem. 
Corollary 5.10. Every bilinear algorithm A in .Y,,,>, that is described by Theorem 5.9, 
forcomputing thecoeficients of (CyLi x,u’)(C~~~ y,u’) mod u” in 2n - 1 multiplications 
is done by Jirst computing the coefJicients of (C:Li x,u’)(C:~~ y,u’) (using Theorem 
1.1) and then reducing them modulo un and adding (x”y,,-, +x,,_,y,,)u”-‘. 
Here all the distinct scalars from the base field G are non-zero. 
Theorem 5.9’. An algorithm A _for computing rhe coeficients of (C:‘li x,u’) x 
(C:‘li y,u’) mod U* in 2n - 1 multiplicalions is equivalent to the algorithm whose L;(x)‘s 
and M,(y)‘s are given bql 
f, = i, = 1, 
ii,=<=K-‘(w/(w)-/?,)), i=2 ,..., n-2, 
il,,_, = in _1 = K -I(W), 
tin= K '(I), f", = I, 
&t/ = L+, = lC’(w/(w-a,_,,,)), I=1 ,..., n-2, 
z&,_, = 1, &,_, = K-‘(l), 
where S(w) = 1, w E G[u]/(u”), w ~6 G, 1 is the unit vector in G[u]/(u”) and the set 
A=(pl,...,Pn-2,an-,.,,...,cr,,- ,.n_2} has 2n - 5 distinct elements. Conversely, for 
every w~G[u]/(u”), WFZG, S(w)=l, andforeveryset 
A = I&, . . , h-z, (yei.1,. . . , c~,,n-A 
of‘2n - 5 distinct elements of G there exists an algorithm Afor computing the coeflcients 
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of (C:zl x,u’)(C:,: ViU’) mod un using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and 
M,(y)‘s, i = 1, . . . ,2n - 1, are given by the form in the first half of the theorem. 
This is the same type of algorithm as presented in Theorem 5.9 but here one of 
the scalars that is chosen from the base field G is 0. See example (2a) in Section 3. 
Corollary 5.11. Every minimal bilinear algorithm for computing the coeficients of 
(Cyli x,u’)(C::,; y,u’) mod u” in 2n - 1 multiplications is equivalent to an algorithm 
that is described in either Theorems 5.6, 5.6’, 5.1, 5.7’, 5.9 or 5.9’. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving these theorems. We will proceed now 
to a more refined analysis of Corollary 5.5. Therefore, in the rest of this paper we 
will analyze what Corollary 5.5 says about the form of the algorithms and we will 
answer the following questions: In Corollary 5S(iii) and (iv), what is the 8 of the 
rest of the rows of V%‘? How does each condition of Corollary 5.5 determine S,, V,, 
as, b$ and a,/, i, I= 1, . . . , n - l? Does each condition of Corollary 5.5 describe an 
existing algorithm or a family of algorithms? Do there exist any conditions in 
Corollary 5.5 which are equivalent to each other in the sense of Section 4? 
6. Proofs of Theorems 5.6, 5.6’, 5.7, 5.7’ 
Or, Analysis of the case where all the rows of VV are invertible, i.e. analysis of 
Corollary 5.5(i) and (ii). 
We assume throughout this section that 6($t) = 0, i = 1, . . , n (Corollary 5.5(i)) 
or 6(W,) = 0, i = 2,. . . , n, and S(li,) = n - 1 (Corollary 5.5(ii)). 
The lemmas we present here are technical in nature. The results are applicable 
to both Corollary 5.5(i) and (ii). Here is a brief outline of the approach we are 
taking in this case. Corollary 5.5(i) states that all the rows of w are invertible. But 
unlike [I, Theorem 5.11 where all the rows in w as elements in G[u]/(Q(u)‘) 
(degQ(u)>j) are invertible which causes S,, l=O,...,n-1 (tftiSI=S,,, j,l= 
0,. . . , n - 1) to be invertible, here the fact that all the rows of %’ are invertible, as 
elements in G[u]/(u”), do not necessarily yields that all S,, I= 0,. . . , n - 1, are 
invertible. Thus we get two cases for Corollary 5.5(i) and (ii). 
Case 1. s(S)=0 (l=O ,..., n-l) 3 S(V,)=O (l=O ,..., n-l) (example (lb) 
in Section 3). 
Case 2. s(S)=0 (I=0 ,..., n-2), 6(S,_,)=n-1. Case 2 is splitted into two 
subcases: 
Case 2.1. s(V)=0 (I=0 ,..., n-2), S(V,_,)=n-1. 
Case 2.2. 6( V,) = 1 (1 =O, . . . , n -2), 6( V, _,) = 0 (example (3c) in Section 3). 
As we will see there does not exist an algorithm which is described by Case 2.1. 
This will limit the number of algorithms we are about to derive. 
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Lemma 6.1. IffS(&)=O, i=l,..., n, or 6(G,)=n-1, 6(8,)=0, i=2 ,..., n, then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 6(S,)>O. 
(ii) For all i $fs( W;) = 0 then b$ = 0 where ti = C:lC; b,,t,+,. 
(iii) For all i if6(W,) = 0 then 6( Wj -ai,%,) > 0. 
(iv) 6(S) = n - 1. 
Proof. Assume 
6(S,)= t>o. (14 
Recall that 
(w,-cu,,,w,)xS,=b~,w,, S(W,) = 0, a,,#O, I=1 ,..., n-l. (lb) 
From (la) and (lb) we have that 
OS t=6(S,)~~((~;-(Y;,W,)XS,)=G(b~ci,). (lc) 
But 
S(b$w;) = 
6(Wi) if b$#O, 
n if bz = 0. 
(2) 
Therefore, if 6( W;) = 0 then from (lc) and (2) we obtain b$ = 0. We have proved 
(i) j (ii). If b$ = 0 then from (lb) we have 6(+, - cu,,W,) 3 n -S(S) > 0. Thus we 
have proved (ii) 3 (iii). If 6(Gi - LY,,W,) > 0 then since S( 19~) =0 we obtain from (lb) 
that 6(S) 2 n - 6(W, - a,,Gti) > 0. Thus we have proved (iii) * (i). 
We will now prove that (i) + (iv). For all i, 1 s i G n - 1, let 
- ( 
ai, if S(*,)=O, 
a,,/ = 
0 if S( kCi) # 0. 
(3) 
From 6(S) > 0, (lb) and (3), if S( Wi) = 0 then 
~(E,-~,,~,)=~(EJ,-cG,,~C,)=~-~(S,)>O. (44 
From the assumption of the lemma, if S(C9;) f 0 then S(Wi) = n - 1 and from (3) we 
have 
6(Wj-&,,W,)=6(W;)= n-l. (4b) 
B={W,-&,,lB, ,..., *i-Li;i,rW,,Wn}(i=l ,..., n) is a basis for G[u]/(u”). From (3), 
(4a) and (4b) it follows that in B there are n - 1 non-invertible elements. Then from 
Lemma 5.1 we have at least one k, 1 s k s n - 1, such that 
6( Wk - (Y,,W,) = 1. (5) 
In (5), 6( Wk) # n - 1 since otherwise from (3) we obtain that 6( W,, - &&,,) = 6( wk) = 
1, which is a contradiction to the assumption of the lemma. Therefore 6(W,) = 0 
and from (lb) and (5) we have that 1=6(C,-(Y,,W,)sn-_(S,), so s(S,)an-1. 
Since S, # 0, we have 6(S) = n - 1. (iv) =ZZJ (i) is clear. This proves the lemma. 0 
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Corollary6.2. IfS(W,)=O, i=l,..., n, or6(*,)=n-1, 8(%,)=0, i=2 ,..., n, then 
either 
(i) 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-l, or 
(ii) 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, 5(S,_,)=n-1. 
Proof. Assume that for some I, 1 s Is n - 1, 6(S) > 0. Then from Lemma 6.1 we 
obtain 6(S) = n - 1. Since {S,,, . . . , S, - l} is a basis for G[u]/(u”) then by Lemma 
5.1 at most one S,, 1 E (1, . . . , n - l}, of this type can exist. 0 
For demonstrating Corollary 6.2(i) see examples (la) and (lb) in Section 3. For 
demonstrating Corollary 6.2(ii) see examples (3a) and (3~) in Section 3. We designate 
S,_, as having 6(S,_,) = n - 1 just for ease of notation in the remainder of this 
section without loss of generality of the coming proofs. 
Corollary 6.3. If S(Gr)=O, i=l,_.., n, and 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-l, then 
6(iC’,-ai,*,,)=O, i,l=l,..., n-l. 
Corollary6.3’. rfa(%,)=n-1,6(%,)=O,i=2 ,..., n,and6(S,)=0,1=0 ,..., n-l, 
then 6(W,-ai,W,)=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-l. 
Lemma 6.4. IfS(W,)=O, i=l,..., n, or s(@,)=n-1, 6(W,)=O, i=2 ,..., n, and 
6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-l, then S(V,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-l. 
Proof. From our assumption we can use Corollary 6.3’ for some i, 2 s is n - 1, 
such that 6(%,-a,,$,,)=O, I=1 ,..., n-l, and 6(W,)=O. Since 6(W,)=O then 
(Y I,, . . . 9 (Y,,,_, # 0. Thus from (Wl - a,,@‘,) x V, = at%, x V, [l, Lemma 4.12’(iii)] and 
the above we obtain S(V,)=G(V,,), I=1 ,..., n-l. Since {V, ,..., VI,_,} is a basis 
for G[u]/(u”) then there is at least one invertible element in it, therefore 6( V,) = 0, 
I=O,...,n-1. 0 
See examples (la) or (lb) in Section 3. 
Lemma6.5. If&(W,)=O, i=l,..., n, ands(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, s(S,_,)=n-1, 
then 6(W,-cu,,@,)=O, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2, and ~(%,-LY~,~_,W,)~~, 
i=l,...,n-1. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.1 we obtain that for 1, 1 i Is n - 1, 6(S) =O and thus 
6(3,-cu,,W,)=O, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. Since S(S,_,)= n-l then from 
Lemma 6.1 we obtain b$_, = 0 and from (W, -Q~,~_,@,,) x S,_, = bT,_,Oi we obtain 
bF,_, =O, i = 1,. . . , n-l, and 6(W,-cu ,,,, _,W,,)al, i=l,..., n-l. q 
See example (3cc’) in Section 3. 
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Lemma6.5’. Zft3($,)=n-l or6(3,)=0, i=l,..., n, and6(S,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-2, 
6(S,_,) = n - 1, then S( W, - a,,@,) = 0, i=2,...,n-1, l=l,...,n-2, and 
6(W,-cu,,,_,W,)sl, i=2 ,..., n-l. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in Lemma 6.5 but i starts from 2. 0 
Lemma 6.6. If6(Wi)=0, i=l,..., n, or 6(w,)=n-1, 8(Wi)=0, i=2 ,..., n, and 
6(S,)=O, I=0 )..., n -2, 6(S,,_,) = n - 1 then either 
(i) 6(V,)=O, l=O,..., n-2, fY(V,_,)=n-1 or 
(ii) 6(V,)=l, I=0 ,..., M-2, 6(V,_,)=O. 
Proof. From Lemma 6.5’ we can assume that there exists some i, 2 s id n - 1, such 
that 
S(W,)=O, a,/ # 0, i=2,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2, (la) 
and 
6(wi-cu,,w”)=o, 
(lb) 
8(w,-q.._I~,I)~l, i=? -9 . . . ” n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. 
From (W, - airi?,,) x V, = a~Gj x V,, [l, Lemma 4.12’(iii)] and (la) we have that 
S(V,)=S(V,), I=1 ,..., n-2. (2) 
Claim. From (2) we have either 
S(V,)=l, I=0 ,..., n-2, s(V,m,)=O, @a) 
or 
S(V,)=O, I=0 ,..,, n-2, S( If,_,) = n - 1. (3b) 
We will prove that (3a) and (3b) are the only two possibilities that are derivable 
from (2). 
Since ( VI,. . . , V,,-,} are a basis for G[u]/(u”) and S( V,,) = 6( V,) =. . = S( Vn_2), 
if for some 1, 0~ 1 s n -2, 6( V,) > 0, then from Lemma 5.1 there is at least one k, 
Osksn-2, such that 6(V,)=l therefore for 1, 06Isn-2, S(V,)=l. In each 
basis for G[u]/(u”) there is at least one invertible element therefore 6( V,_,) =O. 
This proves (3a). 
Assume that 6( V,) = 0, 1= 0,. . . , n -2. If S( V,,_,) = 0 as well, then from 
(*, - %,+I%) x K-1 = &,*, x V”, 
i=2,..., n - 1, we have that 6( W, - a!,.,_, W,) = 6( V,) = 0 which is a contradiction 
to (lb) (S(S,,_,) f 0 and therefore 6(W, - CX;,@,) f 0). Therefore, the only possibility 
left is that 6( V,_,) # 0. Assume 
6(V,_,)=1#0, (4) 
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then from (%i-(Yi,n-lWn)X Vn_,=a$_,ti,X V,, (la), (lb) and S(V,,)=O we obtain 
a$_, = 0, 6(8,-a ,,,, -,*‘n)a?l--_t, i=2 )...) n-l. (5) 
Following the now familiar argument, we let 
1 a,+1 if 6(#;)=0, Q,,,,-I = 0‘ if S( tti) # 0. (6) 
B={K$-&,,n_,W,,. . . , W,-,-L;,,_,,n_,~,,r Wn} is a basis for G[u]/(u”). From (5) 
and (6) it follows that in B there are n - 1 non-invertible elements. Then from 
Lemma 5.1 we have that at least one k, 1s k s n - 1, 
S(W, -(Y+,W,) = 1. 
Then from (5) we have f = n - 1. Therefore, from (4) it follows S( V,_,) = n - 1. This 
proves (3b). 0 
To demonstrate (ii) see examples (3a’) or (3cc’) in Section 3. 
Lemma 6.7. It cannot happen that both 6(S,) = n - 1 and S( V,) = n - 1. 
Proof. From [l, Lemma 4.12’(ii)] we have t,,+, = K-‘(I?,, x V,). 6( V,) = n - 1, then 
t nil = (590,. . . ,O), t#O, (EG. Since 6(S,)=n-1, i.e. S/=(0 ,..., O,v), vf0, 
q E G, we obtain tg,, S, = 0, a contradiction to Corollary 4.7” in [l]. 0 
Corollary 6.8. There does not exist an algorithm described by Corollary 6.2(ii) 
(6(S,_,) = n - 1) und Lemma 6.6(i) (6( V_,) = n - 1). 
If we picture, in a diagram format, the relationships among the 6( a,), 6(S,), 6( V,) 
and S( c’, - cy,,W,), as derived from our starting point that the rows of w are either 
given by 6(ti,)=O, i=l,..., n, orby 6(w,)=n-1, 6(tii)=0, i=2 ,..., n, then we 
obtain the following diagrams which demonstrate the relationships among these 
entities. 
Notation. The symbol J means the upper term implies the lower one. 
Diagram 1. Start with 6( Wi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, then 
Path 1: Path2: 
4 4 
6(S,)=O, l=O,...,n-1 6($)=0, I=0 ,..., n-2, s(S,_,)=n-1 
1 J 
S(V,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-l S(V,)=l, I=0 ,..., n-2, 6(V,,_,)=O 
J J 
6(*i-cwi,~i,)=o, 6(8,-c@,)=O, 6(ti,-&_,W,)~l, 
i,l=l,...,n-1 I=1 ,..., n-2, i=l,..., n-l 
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Diagram 1’. Start with 6( WI) = n - 1, 6(Wj) = 0, i = 2,. . . , n, then 
Path 1: Path2: 
5 & 
S(S,)=O, l=O )..., n-l S(S,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-2, 6(S,,_,)=n-1 
& J 
6(vj)=O, l=O,...,n-1 6(V,)=l, I=0 ,..., n-2, S(V,_,)=O 
J A 
6(wi-ai,w,,)=0, 6(wi-ai,w,)=0, 6(wi-a,,,_,w”)?1 
i=2,..., n-l, l=l,...,n-1 I=1 )...) n-2, i=2 ,..., n-l 
So far we have seen the complete relationship among S( Wi), 6( tii - cyi,W,), 6(S,) and 
6(V,), i, l=l,..., n - 1, based on Corollary 5.5(i) and (ii). We will now derive the 
values of b$, a$, aif, i, I= 1, . . . , n - 1, based on these corollaries. 
Lemma 6.9. ZfS(W,)=O, i=l,..., n, and 6(S,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-l, then bs#O, 
a:#O, ai,,#O, i, I=1 ,..., n-l. 
Proof. From [l, Lemma 4.111 we obtain LY ,,,..., LY~,,_~#O, i=l,..., n-l. 
From Lemma 6.1 we have b: f 0, i, 1= 1,. - . . , n 1. Then from Corollary 6.3 
(S(G,-a,+,)=O,i,I=l,..., n-l,and(@i-cu,,w,)xV,=a~@ixVO),wehavea~# 
0, i,l=l,..., n-l. 0 
See example (1 b) in Section 3. 
Lemma 6.9’. If 6(%,)=11-l, S(W,)=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, and 6(S,)=O, 1= 
0 ,..., n-l, thena:, b:#O, i,l=l,..., n-l, anda,,=O, n,,,fO, i=2 ,..., n-l, 
l=l,...,n-1. 
Proof. 6(ti,i)=0, i=2 ,..., n - 1, then from [l, Lemma 4.111 we have that 
Q[I,. . f 9 a,,,_,#O, i=2 ,..., n-l. From (@X-a,,ti,)xS,=bz%i and 6(S,)=O, 1= 
l,..., n-l, we obtain b$#O, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-l. From (a,-cu,,W,)x 
S, = b:,w,, 6(@,)=n-1 and 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-l, we obtain bT,#O, 1= 
l,..., n-l, and cy,,=O, I=1 ,..., n-l. From (W,-cyi,W,)x V,=a:*‘,x V,, i= 
2 ,..., H-1, 1=1,..., n-l, and 6(Gj-ai,ti,)=0, i=2 ,..., n-l, l=l,..., n-l 
(Corollary 6.3’), we obtain as # 0, i = 2, . . . , n - 1, I = 1, , . . , n - 1. From a,, = 0, 
1 = 1, . . . , n - 1, we have G, x V, = a:,%, x V,. Then from 6( V,) = 0, I= 0, . . . , n - 1, 
(Lemma 6.4) we obtain a$ # 0, 1= 1, , . . , n - 1. 0 
See example (la) in Section 3. 
Lemma6.10. ZfS(Gi,)=O, i=l, . . . . n-l, anda(S,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-2, 6(S,_,)= 
n-l,thenb$#O,i=l,..., a-1,1=1 ,..., n-2, b$-,=O, i=l,..., n-l,a:#O, 
i,l=l,..., n-l, and cui,#O, i, I=l,.. ., n-l. 
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Proof. From [l, Lemma 4.111 and S(Wi) = 0, we have that a,,, . . . , (Y+, f 0, 
i = 1,. . . ) n - 1. Since (tij-cyj,W,,) x S, = b?w,, then b$#O, i= 1,. . . , n-l, I= 
l,..., n-2. Since 6(S,-,)=n-1, 6(Gr)=0, i=l,..., n-l, and (W,-CI~,,+,%,,)X 
Sn-,=b~,,~,Gi, we obtain that bT,_,=O, i=l,..., n-l. From Lemma 6.5 
(6(*,-aj,G,,)=O,i=l ,..., n-l,J=l,..., n-2)and(~i-a,,~,,)~V,=a~~jxV,,, 
wehavea:#O,i=l,..., n-l,l=l,..., n - 2. Since 6( V,,_,) = 0 (Lemma 6.4) then 
from(~,-~i,_,W,,)~V,_,=a~,~,~jxV~,wehaveu~,~,#O,i=1 ,..., n-l. 0 
See example (3~) in Section 3. 
Lemma 6.10’. If 6(B,)=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, 6(*,)=n-1 and 6(S,)=O, 1= 
0 ,..., n-2, S(S,_,)=n-1, then b;#O, bT,_,=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2, 
and either 
(9 a ,,=O,I=l,..., n-l,bT,#O,1=1,..., n -2, bT+, =0 (seeexample (3~)) or 
(ii) a,,=O, /=l,..., n-2, c~,,~_,fO, bT,#O,l=l,..., n-l (seeexample(3d)). 
Proof. From 6(W,) = 0, i = 2,. . . , n - 1, and [l, Lemma 4.111, we obtain 
Qil, ‘. ., ~,,,-I f 0, i=2,...,n-1. (1) 
Since S(W,)=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, then {q,u,+ ,,..., uznP,} {fir&+ ,,..., t2nm,}, i= 
2, . . . , n - 1, are two sets of linearly independent n-dimensional vectors [ 1, Lemma 
4.61. Then we have 
a,,,,b,,,#O, i=2 ,..., n-l. (2) 
From ($,-c~~,C,,)xS,=b~%,, 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, (1) and (2), we have that 
hz#O, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. (3a) 
Since ~5(S,~,)-n-l and 6(G,-(~~,~-,W,)al, i=2 ,,.., n-l (Lemma 6.5’), then 
from (I+, - cr ,.,, _,a,) x S,-, = bT,,_,Gi we obtain 
bT,_,=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, (3b) 
and S(S,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-2. Then from (w,-a,,%~)xS,=b~,G, it follows that 
bT,#O, /=I ,..., n-2. If for some 1, lGl$n-1, cu,,fO, then a(*,-cu,#,,)=O. 
Therefore, from (B, - cu,,W,) x S, = br,C,, we obtain 
6(S,) = 6(W,) = n - 1, b$ # 0. (4) 
Since {S,, . . . , S,-,} is a basis then Lemma 5.1 yields that (4) can appear at most 
onceandwealreadyknowthat6(S,~,)=n-l.Thusa,,=O,f=l,...,n-2. 
Therefore, either cz,,=O, I=1 ,..., n-l, bT,,_,=O or cx,,=O, I=1 ,..., n-2, 
(Y~,~-~#O, bF,#O, I=1 ,..., n-l. 0 
Lemma 6.10”. IfS(B,)=l, 8(@,)=0, i=2 ,..., n, and S(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, 
6(S,--,)=n-1, thenforalli=2 ,..., n-l andl=l,..., n-l,a,,#Oanda~fO. 
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Proof. From our assumption and [ 1, Lemma 4.111 we have that q, # 0, i = 
2 ,..., n-l, 1=1,..., n-l. From (@,-ai,,C,)x &=a~,G,xV, and for all i= 
2 )...) n-l, I=1 )...) n-2, 6(%,-a,,,@,)=0 (Lemma 6.5’), we obtain a;fO, 
i=2,...,n-1, 1=1,..., n-2. From (W,-Q,,,_,)?I,)x Vn_,=af ,,_, C+!x V,, and 
S(V,_,)=O, we obtain a&,fO, i=2 ,..., n-l. 0 
In the next lemma we will prove that under the assumptions of Corollary 5.5(i) 
and (ii), regardless of Lemma 6.10’, a;, A a,,/~,, is not defined. 
Lemma6.11. Z’8(M?,)=1,8(*,)=O,i=2 ,..., n,6(S,)=0,1=0 )...) n-2,S(S,._,)= 
n-l and ifLemma 6.10’(i) (a,,=O, I=1 ,..., n - 1) is given or if Lemma 6.10’( ii) 
(a ,,=O,I=l,..., n-2,a,,,_,#O) isgiven, thena,,,=O. 
Proof. From Ku,,,_, = ti,, x S,_, and using S(S,,_.,) = n - 1, we obtain that z&~-, = 
(1, 0, . . . , 0). But b,,,Ku, = W,. Then from S( rG),,-,) = n - 1 we obtain (assume b,,, = 1) 
that ii, = (1, 0, . . , 0). For all i, 1 G i S n - 1, u, = Cyii u~u,,+~ [ 1, Corollary 4.7’1, then 
we have that {u,, un+,, . . . , u2_,} are linearly dependent, therefore a,,, = 0. q 
See example (3a) in Section 3. 
By incorporating results of Lemmas 6.9-6.11 into Diagrams 1 and l’, respectively, 
we obtain the following diagrams which show the complete dependency among 
6(%), a,/, 6(Wj -ail@,,), 6: and a$ for all i and I, 1 G i, 1 G n - 1. 
Diagram 2. Start with 6(W,) = 0, i = 1,. . . , n, then 
Path 1: Parh2: 
1 1 
6(S,)=O, I=O,...,n-1 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, 6(S,,_,)=n-1 
J 1 
S(V,)=O, I=O,...,n-1 S(V,)=l, I=0 ,..., n-2, 6(V,_,)=O 
1 1 
S(wi-a,,w,)=O, 6(W,-Ly;,W,)=O, S(rq-ai,,-,O,)zl, 
i,l=l,...,n-1 I=1 ,..., n-2, i=l,..., n-l 
1 J 
b;#O, b$#O, b$_,=O, 
i,E=l,...,n-1 l=l,..., n-2, i=l,...,n-1 
1 1 
a;fO, &#O, 
i,I=l,...,n-1 i,l=l,...,n-1 
4 J 
a;! z 0, a,/ f 0, 
i,l=l,...,n-1 i,[=l,...,n-1 
Path 1 is demonstrated by example (lb) and Path 2 by example (3~) in Section 3. 
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Diagram 2’. Start with 6( W,) = n - 1, 6( W,) = 0, i = 2, . . . , n, then 
Path 1: 
i 
S(S,)=O, I=0 )...) n-l 
4 
6( V,) = 0, I = 0,. . . ) n - 1 
1 
6(W,-(Y,,W,)=O, 
i=Z,..., n-l, /=l,...,n-I 
1 
G#O, 
i,I=l,...,n-1 
4 
a$fO, 
i,l=l,...,n-1 
1 
%fO, a,,=09 
i=2,..., n-l, I=l,...,n-1 
Path2: 
1 
6(S,)=O, 1=0 ,..., n-2,6(S,_,)=n-1 
L 
S(V,)=l, I=0 ,..., n-2, 6(V,,_,)=O 
1 
6(W,-cq,W,)=O, 6(%,-a,.,_,G,,)>l, 
I=1 ,..., n-2, i=2 ,,.., n-l 
J 
b:#O, b;,._, =O, 
1=1,..., n-2, i=2,...,n-1 
k 
a$fO, a,,=0 
I=l,..., n-l, i=2,...,n-1 
1 
a,/ f 0, 
I=l,..., n-l, i=2,...,n-1 
1 1 
a,/ = 0, QY,I = 0, ~I,,,-1 f 0, 
I=l,...,n-1 I=l,...,n-2 
4 4 
b:, # 0, b:,n_, = 0, 67, = 0, 
l=l,...,n-2 l=l,...,n-I 
Path 1 is demonstrated by example (la) and the left most path of Path 2 by 
example (3a) in Section 3. 
We have made all the (exhausting) technical preparation for derivation of all the 
minimal bilinear algorithms which are based on 6( W,) = 0, i :z 1,. . . , n (Corollary 
5.5(i)) and S(%i)=n-l, S(W,)=O, i=2,. . . , n (Corollary 5.5(ii)). 
Our classification is based on Diagrams 2 and 2’. By scanning Diagrams 2 and 
2’ it seems that we might have five different algorithms here since we have five 
different paths to follow in Diagrams 2 and 2’. Here is a description of the paths 
we have to follow and the algorithms they generate. 
Algorithm 1. Use Path 1 of Diagram 2. The algorithm it generates is given by 
Theorem 5.6. 
Algorithm 2. Use Path 1 of Diagram 2’. The algorithm it generates is given by 
Theorem 5.6’. This algorithm is a variation of Algorithm 1 but is not equivalent to 
it. 
Algorithm 3. Use Path 2 of Diagram 2. The algorithm it generates is given by 
Theorem 5.7. 
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Algorithm4. UsePath2andcu,,=O,l=l,..., n - 1, of Diagram 2’. This algorithm 
is given by Theorem 5.7’. This algorithm is a variation of Algorithm 3 but is not 
equivalent to it. 
ThealgorithmthatisbasedonPath2andLu,,=O,Z=l,...,n-2,cu,,,_,#Oof 
Diagram 2’ is equivalent to the algorithm which has already been described by 
Theorem 5.7’. This will be shown in Corollary 6.12. Therefore we obtain two new 
algorithms and two unrelated algorithms which are variations of these two. 
Remark. All the theorems in this section and the following sections are of the “if 
and only if” type. We will prove the “if” parts; proofs of the converses are essentially 
the same as that for Theorem 5.1’ in [l]. In proving our results, we will exhibit the 
explicit forms of the multiplications, i.e. if the algorithm is given in the form 
WA(x)y = (Ila)m where m = (m,, . . . , m2n_I)T, m, = L,(x)M,(y), i = 1,. . . ,2n - 1, 
then we will present for all i, 1 c is2n - 1, the form of L,(x) and M,(y). Once we 
determine the multiplications, the algorithm is completely determined. 
We would like to make some general remarks concerning proofs of the converses 
which we are omitting. The “only if” direction will be proved in general as follows. 
Given some vectors in G[u]/(u”), distinct scalars from the field G and the multiplica- 
tions, which have already been derived in the “if” direction, we can construct the 
algorithm by using the identities of Lemma 4.16, Lemma 4.16’ and Corollary 4.17 
(all from [l]). Therefore in each case, the identities of Lemma 4.16, Lemma 4.16’ 
and Corollary 4.17 can be verified from the assumption made in the hypothesis. 
Once these have been validated we can use the same argumentation and technique 
as the one in [l, Theorem 5.1’1 to construct specific algorithms. 
6.1. Algorithm 1: The algorithm based on Path 1 of Diagram 2 
Proof of Theorem 5.6. If the algorithm is described by S(S~) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n 
(Corollary 5.5(i)) and by S(S) =O, l= 0,. . . , n - 1, then we can use Path 1 of 
Diagram 2. The conditions of the theorem are the same as in [ 1, Theorem 5.11 but 
the computation is performed in G[u]/(u”). 
Since for all i and 1, 1 s i, 1 G n - 1, S( Wi - ai,Wn) = 0 (Path 1 of Diagram 2), then 
from the identities (Wi - a,,@,) x S, = b$wi x S, and ( Wi - ail*,,) x V, = a$%, x V,, we 
have 
S, = b:-,,,wl(w - a,-,,,), 
V,=aX_,,,wx VJ(w-a,_,,,), I=1 ,..., n-l 
(1) 
where w = Gn_,/W,,, bs = b,,/b,, and the same for a:. 
Since for all i and Z, l~z’,l~n-1, bz,#O, a?#O, c+#O and S(+?,-ai,ti,)=O 
(Path 1 of Diagram 2), then it follows that Lemmas 4.16, 4.16’ and Corollary 4.17 
(all from [l]) are valid for t=O and for all i=l,..., n-l, Q={l,._., n-l}. 
Therefore we can substitute $‘i = Yi*n-i/(W --PI), i = 1,. . . , n -2 [l, Corollary 4.171 
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into bi,Kui = ki, i = 1,. . . , n -2 [I, Lemma 4.12(iii)] and from (1) substitute S,, 
l=l,..., n - 1, into Ku,+, = W, x S, [l, Lemma 4.12(i)] and obtain 
U, =f K~l(+(,_l/(W-Pi)), i= 1,. . . , n-2, 
10 
1 
-- K-‘w,_,, 
n’-’ - bn-,,O 
u, = Kp’w,, =K-‘(w,_,/(w-(Y,-,,0)), (Y,_,,~=O, 
U,+,=bX~I,,K~‘(W,_,/(W--LY, _,,, )), l=l,..., n-l, 
(2a) 
(2b) 
W) 
(2d) 
Substitute g, = ~~k+,/(w-P~), i= 1,. . . , n -2 [l, Corollary 4.171 into a,&, = 
*; X V,, i = 1,. . . , n-2 [l, Lemma 4.12’(i)] and substitute V,, I=1 ,..., n-l, (1) 
into Kt,,) = W, x V, [I, Lemma 4.12’(ii)] and obtain 
1 
rnp, =- K-‘(&, x V,,), 
G-l.0 
t, = Km’(wn x V,) = Kpl(w,_, x V,/(w - (~,m,,~)), CX~~,,~~ = 0, 
t n+,=a;m,,,K-‘(w,m,x Vo/‘(w-a, -,,, )), I=1 ,..., n-l, 
(3b) 
(3c) 
(3d) 
where tin-,/W, = w. 
Since {ii,, . . , Uzn-,} are linearly independent [l, Lemma 4.61, then 
{l/(w - QY,-LO), * . . , l/(w - %-l,n-l)l 
are also linearly independent. Therefore a,-,,,, I = 0,. . . , n - 1, are distinct and 
since cqP1,, # pi, I = 1,. . , n - 1, i = 1, . . . , n -2 [l, Lemma 4.16(ii)], it follows that 
all the scalars we choose from G must be distinct. In addition, from [I, Lemma 
4.191, we obtain that (1, w, . . . , wnp’} are linearly independent. Hence if there is a 
polynomial P’(U) such that P’(w) = 0 mod U” then deg P’(U) = n. 
As in [l, Theorem 5.11, we get rid of the constants and the invertible elements, 
$+, and W,_, x V,, and obtain the first half of the theorem. 0 
If we compare the interpretation of Section 6 in [l], we see that this is the same 
type of algorithm which has been derived in [l, Theorem 6.11 but it is computed 
in the algebra G[u]/(u”). Thus, this algorithm is computed, as explained in [l, 
Theorem 6.11, by first computing the coefficients of (Crli xiu’)(C~~~ y,u’) using 
Theorem 1.1 and then reducing them module nn. 
This is the algorithm which is demonstrated in example (lb) in Section 3. 
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6.2. Algorithm 2: The algorithm based on Path 1 of Diagram 2’ 
Proof of Theorem 5.6’. If the algorithm is described by 6(W,) = n - 1, S(Wi) =O, 
i=2,..., n (Corollary 5.5(G)) and by 6(S,) = 0, I =O, . . . , n - 1, i.e. it is based on 
Path 1 of Diagram 2’ then U, and t,, i = 2,. . . ,2n - 1, are the same as in Theorem 
5.6 but since 6( w,) = n - 1, we obtain from bi<jKu, = W, [l, Lemma 4.12(iii)] and 
a,,Kt, = CC, x V, [l, Lemma 4.12’(i)] that 5, = ?, = 1. 0 
This type of algorithm is demonstrated in example (la) in Section 3. Here one 
of the scalars that is chosen from the base field is 0. Hence, the multiplication pi 
is xOy,. If we choose non-zero distinct scalars then we obtain the algorithm described 
in Theorem 5.6. 
6.3. Algorithm 3: The algorithm based on Path 2 of Diagram 2 
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Assume the algorithm is described by 6( W,) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n - 1 
(Corollary 5.5(i)) and 6(S) =O, l=O, . . . , n -2, S(S,_,) = n - 1, i.e. the algorithm 
is described by Path 2 of Diagram 2. Since for all i and 1, 1 s i 5 n - 1, f c 1s n - 2, 
6( wi - n;,~,~) = 0 (Path 2 of Diagram 2), then, as in the proof of Theorem 5.6, we have 
S, = b:-,,,w/(w - G,,,), 
v=aZ_,,,wx VO/(w-a,p,,l), l=l,..., n-2 
(1) 
where W= w,_,/w,. 
Since for all i and I, 1 G i, I c n - 1, a$ # 0, a,, # 0, 6( 18~ - a@,,) = 0 and for all i 
and 1, 1 5 i 6 n - 1, 14 I G n - 2, b: # 0 (Path 2 of Diagram 2), it follows that Lemmas 
4.16, 4.16’ and Corollary 4.17 (all from [l]) are valid for t =0 and for all i= 
l,...) n-l, n,=(l)...) n - 2). Therefore we can substitute G, = Y,$~-,/( w -pi), 
i=l,..., n -2 [l, Corollary 4.171 into bi,,Ku, = W,, i = 1, . , n -2 [ 1, Lemma 
4.12(iii)] and substitute S,, 1= 1, . . . , n -2 (l), into Ku,+, = +n x S, [l, Lemma 
4.12(i)] and obtain 
Ui=$K-‘(~,,_,xS”/(w-pi)), i=l,...,n-2, (24 
rO 
u,=K~‘(w,~,xS,)=K~‘(~,_,xS”/(w-cu,~,,,)), a,_,,o=o, (2c) 
ll .+,=b:_,,,K-'(ti,_,xS,,/(w-a, _,,,)I, l=l,..., n-2, (2d) 
uZnp, = K-‘w, x S, - 1. (2e) 
Substitute +i = y,G8_,/( w -Pi), i = 1, . . , n -2 [l, Corollary 4.177 into aioKt, = 
G,XVO, i=l,..., n-2 [l, Lemma 4.12’(i)] and substitute V,, I=1 ,..., n-2 (l), 
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into Kfn+, = @,, x V, [I, Lemma 4.12’(ii)] and obtain 
t,=zK-‘(tin-,x V,/(w-pi)), i=l,..., n-2, @a) 
1 
t,_, =- KP’(L, x vo), (3b) 
a,-,,0 
t,= K-‘(ctnx VO)= K-‘(%,_,X Vo/(w-a,_,,,)) cy,_,,0=0, (3c) 
t ,,+I =az_,,,K-‘(G,_,x Vo/(w-a,_,,,)), I=1 ,..., n-2, (3d) 
t,,_, = ic’w, x v,_,. (3e) 
a($_,)= n-l. Then from (2e) we obtain Ups-, =([,O,. . . ,O), .$#O, [E G 
(6(u,,_,) = 0). 6( V,_,) = 0. Then by the same method used in [l, Lemma 4.81 (see 
[l, Remark 4.9]), we can obtain for V,_, that 
v,_, = w, = (l,O, . . . ) 0) (4) 
(6(S,) =O). As we did in [l, Theorem 5.11, make the constants unity. a(%,_,) = 
6(S,) = 0. Then we can get rid of $+, x So and by using 6(S,_,) = n - 1 and (4) 
(w = W,_,), we obtain the multiplications which are stated in the theorem and 
cy,_,,o=o, 6(w)=O, S(V,)=l, WE G[u]/(n”), 1 is the unit vector in G[u]/(u”), 
ii~+,Vo=6,,,,1=0,...,n-1.Since6(S,_,)=n-1,thenaftergettingridof~,_,~So, 
uzn_, still stays (5, 0, . . . , 0), 0 # 5 E G. 
Since {tin,. . . , iiZn--l} are linearly independent [l, Lemma 4.61, then 
{l/(w - a,-,,o), . . . , l/(w - an--l.n--2)) 
are also linearly independent. Therefore (Y,_,,~, I= 0,. . . , n -2, are distinct and 
since (~,_,,,#/3,, 1=1,..., n-2, i=l,..., n - 2 [ 1, Lemma 4.16(ii)], it follows that 
all the scalars we choose from G must be distinct. 0 
Based on the same type of arguments given in [ 1, Section 61, the algorithm which 
is presented in Theorem 5.7 is the algorithm that in order to compute the coefficients 
of (CT:; x,u’)(C:‘~~~ yXu’) mod U” in 2n - 1 multiplications, we have to compute the 
coefficients of (c:‘ld xiui)(C~~~ yiui) mod un+xoyn_,u”-‘. This is done by first com- 
puting the coefficients (C:Li xiui)(C:‘~I~ y,u’) ( using Theorem 1 .l) and then reducing 
them modulo un. 
This type of algorithm is presented in example (3~) in Section 3. Later on we will 
see an algorithm that is equivalent to this type. 
6.4. Algorithm 4: The algorithm that is based on Path 2 and CX,, = 0, I= 1, - . . . , n 1, 
of Diagram 2’ 
Proof of Theorem 5.7’. Assume the algorithm is described by Path 2 and (Y,, = 0, 
I=l,..., n-l, of Diagram 2’. Then we have that 6(C,)=n-1, S(Gi)=O, i= 
2 ,..., n-l, 6(S,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, S(S,_,)=n-1. Since for all i and 1, 2sis 
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~-~,~~I~n-2,6(wi-cui,~,)=O,6~#O,a~#O,cu,,fOand6(~~-a,,~,)=O(Path 
2 of Diagram 2’), then it follows that Lemmas 4.16, 4.16’ and Corollary 4.17 (all 
from[1])arevalidfort=Oandforalli=2,...,n-1,~j={1,...,n-2}. 
From KzQ~_, = W,_, x S,_, using 6(S,_,) = n - 1 we obtain 
ii+, = (l,O, . . . ) 0). (Ia) 
6,&u, = $,. Then from a(%,) = n - 1 we obtain (assume 6,,,= 1) 
u, = (l,O,. . .) 0). (lb) 
We have already shown that 
a -0 cl,/= lo- 3 0, I=1 ,..,) n-l. (2) 
Recall 
n--l 
Ua, = Kt,uf + 2 ‘Yo Kt+Uz+,i 
,=I 
[ 1, Corollary 4.31, Ui = C:J,, a,iU,+j [l, Corollary 4.7’1. From (2) we have 
lJ,, = Kt,uf= Kt,(;g .,iu,,+i>‘. (Sal 
Multiply (3a) by If,_,. Then (using u;~+~Y+, = &+,, U,,V,,_, = W, x v,,_,), 
a,,,_,Kt, = $1 x if,_,. (3b) 
Since S( If,_,) = 0, then W, x V,_, f 0 and from 6(W,) = n - 1 we obtain 
&,,~I f 0, t, = (l,O,. . .) 0). (3c) 
Theorem 5.7 is based on Path 2 of Diagram 2 while this theorem is based on Path 
2 and a,,=O, I=1 ,..., n - 1. Thus, the difference between the two is in the first 
multiplication and the rest of the multiplications, U, and t,, i = 2,. . . , n - 1, are the 
same as in Theorem 5.7 and U, = f, = 1. Since {U,, . . . , I&~_~} are linearly independent 
[l, Lemma 4.61, then {l/(w-a,_,,,) ,..., l/( w - a,_,,,_,)} are also linearly inde- 
pendent. Therefore (Y,_ ,,,, 1= 0,. . . , n -2 are distinct and since LY,~,,,# p,, I= 
2 9 ’ . ’ 3 n-2, l=O,..., n -2 [l, Lemma 4.16(ii)], it follows that all the scalars we 
choose from G must be distinct. 0 
The difference between this algorithm and the algorithm presented in Theorem 
5.7 lies in the fact that here one of the distinct scalars we choose is 0. This type of 
algorithm is demonstrated in example (3a) in Section 3. 
Analyzing Path 2 and LY,, = 0, 1= 1, . . . , n -2, CY,,~-, # 0 of Diagram 2’ 
Since in Theorem 5.7’, U, = z&-,, then by using transformation (4) in Section 4, 
which is a linear combination of t; and &+, , we can obtain an equivalent algorithm 
(see example (3d) in Section 3). In Corollary 6.12 we will prove that the algorithm 
based on Path 2 and (Y,,=O, I= 1,. . ., n -2, (Y,.~-, # 0 of Diagram 2’ is equivalent 
to the algorithm which has already been derived in Theorem 5.7’. 
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Corollary 6.12. If an algorithm is described by Path 2 and CY,, = 0, I= 1, . . . , n - 2, 
a,,,-, # 0 of Diagram 2’, then it is equivalent to the algorithm that is described in 
Theorem 5.7’. 
Proof. The only difference in Lemma 6.10’ between (i) and (ii) is that (Y,,~~, # 0. 
From U,, = Kt,uf+CJ”I: a,JKt,,+iu~+, [l, Corollary 4.31 and (Y,, =O, I= 1,. . . , n -2, 
(Y~,~~, # 0 (Path 2 of Diagram 2’), we obtain 
U,?,, = Kt,uT+ff,,n-,KtZn-,u~,,-,. 
Multiply (la) by V,_, using u1 = Cyz: a,,~,,, and we obtain 
W, x V,_, = a,,,_, Kt, + a,,n_,kt2n-,. 
(la) 
Using S(V,_,)=O, 6(%,)=n-1, we obtain t,=(l,O ,..., O)+&_,, 520, (EG, 
and by using transformation (4) Section 4 this algorithm is equivalent to the algorithm 
described in Theorem 5.7’. 0 
To demonstrate the equivalence between this algorithm and Theorem 5.7’, consult 
example (3d) in Section 3. 
So far we have obtained two types of unrelated algorithms. Although we have to 
go quite a bit in our classification to analyze Corollary 5S(iii) and (iv), the lengthy 
discussions in the next sections will yield only one new type of algorithm and the 
rest of the algorithms will be equivalent to those which we have already derived in 
this section. 
7. Proofs of Theorems 5.9, 5.9’ or analysis of Corollary 5.5(iii) 
In this section we assume that in the matrix w, we have 6( %;) > 0, i = 1, . . , n - 2, 
6(W,_,) = 1 (Corollary 5.5(iii)). 
In order to classify all the algorithms that are based on Corollary 5.5(iii) we have 
to know, as was done before, the exact structure of the matrix w and the values 
of Q,lr a;, bs, S, and V,, i,l=l,..., n-l. 
We will start by getting a more refined structure of the matrix w The main idea 
here is that since 6( a,,_,) = 1, then at least n - 1 multiplications are needed to 
compute @,,_,A(x)y and we can assume that for at least one row of the matrix LY, 
we have that a,,_ ,,,, . . . , (Y,-,,~~, # 0 and this will yield that aii f 0, i = 1, . . . , n - 1, 
j=l ,...,n-2. 
Lemma 7.1. ZfS(W,)>O, i=l,.. ., n-2, S(W,_,)=l, 6(@,)=0, then either 
(i) S(tii) = 1, i= 1,. . . , n - 1, a,,, b$ # 0, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, I= 1,. . . , n -2, S(Si) = 
1, i=l ‘., 
(ii) ;i(*,) 
n-2, or 
= n - 1, 6(Wi) = 1, z=2 ’ ,..., n-l, a,,,bT,=O, I=1 ,..., n-2, ~,~,b$f 
0, i = 2,. . . , n-l (example (2a)), I=1 ,..., n-2, 6(S,)=l, i=l,,.., n-2. 
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Proof. Since 6(ti,_,) = 1, then from [l, Lemma 4.111 at least n - 1 multiplications 
are needed to compute w,_,A(x)y. Then we can assume that the first n -2 elements 
of the (n - 1)th row in the matrix (Y are not zero, 
a,-,.,, . . . I a,-,,,-2 # 0. (la) 
From 6(W,-,) = 1 and (la) we have that 
8(~(n_,-~,_,,,~n)=8(~-~,-,,,)=0, 1=1,..., n-2, w=wn-,/W,,. (lb) 
From ($+, -LY,_,,,+,,) x S, = b~_,,,Wn_, and (lb) we have that 
b:-,,, f 0, 6(S,)=6(%n-,)=1, l=l,..., n-2. (lc) 
Forall i=l,... ,n-2, 1=1,..., n - 1, recall Corollary 4.14 in [l]: 
W’x(b$~,,,w-b:,(w-a,-,,,))=LYi,b~-,.,w, 
*,-, w=- (2) 
W, w, . 
Ifforsome i, IE{l,..., n - 2) we assume that ai, = 0 then from (2) we obtain 
w,x(b:_,,,w-b;(w-a,_,,,))=O, w = 5n-,/Wn, 6(w) = 1. (3a) 
If in (3a), bz_,,, = b$, then Wj x (b$a,_,,,) = 0 and from (la) and the fact that Wj # 0, 
we obtain b: = 0. Thus b”_ n ,,, = 0 is a contradiction to (lc), hence b$_,,, # b$. 
From (1 b) and (lc) we obtain 
6(b:_,,,w-b;(w-a,_,,,))=O. (3b) 
Equation (3b) is a contradiction to (3a), therefore 
b:=O. (4) 
From (lc), (3a) and (4) we obtain 
w; x b;_,,,w = 0. (54 
From (lc) and (5a) it follows that 
s(k+)+s(W)Zn. (5b) 
Since 6(w) = 6(*1,P,) = 1 (lc), we obtain 
S($,) = n - 1, (5c) 
or equivalently wT= (5, 0, . . . , O), [E G, [# 0. Only one row of this type (5d) can 
be in W Since i and I are arbitrary, we have just proved that for all i and 1, 
lGi,lsn-2, 
if (Y;, =0 j b$=O, w;=(c$o,..., O), cf~ G 5#00. (6) 
Assume for some i, l~{l,...,n-2) that 
b;=O. (74 
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Then from (2) using (lc) we obtain 
wx 
wi ( > _-cui, = 0. W, Ub) 
Because of the non-singularity of w, then W, and W, are linearly independent so 
that (Kjl/%,) # (Y,,. By our assumption 
S(Wi/W,) # 0, i=l,...,n-1. (7c) 
From (7c), if a,/ f 0, it follows that S(3,/W, -a,,) = 0, a contradiction to (7b). Hence 
CX,, = 0. (8) 
Since 6(w) = 1, then (7b) and (8) yield a(*,) = n - 1. Since i and 1 are arbitrary, we 
have just proved that for all i and I, 1s i, I s n - 2, 
if b$=O =$ a,,=O, wT=(&,O,... ,O), LEG, 5#0, (9) 
and only one row of that type (6 ( ai) = n - 1) can exist in I@ We proved in (6) and 
(9) that for all i, l~{l,. . . , n -2): 
q,=O e b$=O 9 w’=(&O,... 2 0) > 5, f 0, b E G. (10) 
Assume that in (lo), i = I= 1. Then 
(Y ,,=O ti bT,=O, a(*,) = n - 1. (11) 
What are the values of (Y,,, bT,, l= 2,. . . , n -2? From (ll), 
a,,#0 G bT,#O, 1=2 ,..., n-2. (12a) 
For all I= 2, _ . . , n -2, using (12a), if bz-,,, = b;j;, then from (2) we obtain 
*, = ((Y,,b~-,,,lbT,LY,-,,,)W,-1, 
i.e. W, and W,_, are linearly dependent, a contradiction to the non-singularity of 
I%‘. Hence 
bz_,,,# b:,, 1=2,.. ., n-2. (12b) 
From (lb), (lc), (2), (12a), (12b) and using 6(w) = 1, we obtain 
S(b;_,,,w - b$( w - a,-,,,)) = 0. (12c) 
From (2) and (12c), we obtain 
S($,) = 6(W,_,) = n - 1. (12d) 
Since a(@,_,) = 1, then from (12d), n - 1 = 1 and n = 2. 
For n > 2: 
CY ,,=O e bT,=O, I=1 ,..., n-2, 6(W,) = n - 1 (13) 
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and (13) can occur only once in I% So if (13) does not occur in Ii’ then 
a,/, b; # 0, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. (Ida) 
This proves (i) of the lemma. 
Since 6(ti;)>O, i=l,..., n - 1 (given), then from (14a) we obtain 
a(*,-cu,,G,)=O, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. (14b) 
Foralli=l,..., n-l,l=l,..., n - 2, in (Wi - q,W,,) x S, = b:W, and (14b) we obtain 
6(Wi)=6(S,), i=l,.._, n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. (14c) 
From (lc) and (14c), we obtain 6(W,) = 1, i = 1,. . . , n -2. If (13) does occur 
then 6(5,)=n-1, S(%,)=l, i=2 ,..., n-2 and a,,=O, bf,=O, ail#O, b:#O, 
i=2,..., n-l, 1=1 ,..., n-2. q 
If we summarize the results of Lemma 7.1 then from the fact that one row is 
6(W) = 1, all the elements of the matrix A are non-zero. 
a-[ A l;,;;], A=[a’;,, ;;;I :;,;;,I. 
In other words we can derive the structure of the matrix A analytically. It remains 
to find the values of 6(S,_,), a,,,_, (which is the last column of the matrix a) and 
bcfl_,, i= 1,. . . , n - 1. This will be done in Lemmas 7.2-7.2”’ by case analysis, 
Lemma 7.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.1(i) or Lemma 7.l(ii), z~cY,_,,~_, = 0 
andbz_,,,_,=O, thenai,n-,=O, b&_1=0, i=l,..., n-2, and6(S,-,)=n-1. 
Proof. Consider (w,-ai,n~,w,)xS,_,=b~~,,wj, i=l,...,n-1. Since (Y+,,~-~=O 
and bz_,,,_, = 0, then we obtain rG+, x S,_, = 0. 6(~?~_,) = 1. Hence 6(S,,_,) = n - 1, 
b&-,=0 and qn_,=O, i=l,..., n-2. 0 
See example (2a) in Section 3. 
Lemma 7.2’. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.1(i) or Lemma 7.l(ii), if an-,,n-, = 0 
andb~_,,,_,#O, then a,,,_,=O, bt,_,#O, i=l,..., n-2, and 6(S,_,)=O. 
Proof. Consider (~,-~i,,,-,W,)~S,_,=b~~~,~(i, i=l,..., n-l. Since a,_,,,_,=0 
and bz_,,,_,#O then W,_,XS~_,=~~_,,,~~~,_,. Hence S(S,_,)=O. If for some i, 
lGiGn-2, c+-~ #O then from S(W,-qn_,~,,)=O, we obtain S(S,_,)=6(Wi)= 1, 
a contradiction to S,_, being invertible. Therefore, for all i, 1 G i G n -2, a,,,_, = 0. 
From wi x S,_, = bT,_,@, and the fact that 6(S,_,) =O, we obtain bfn-, # 0, i= 
l,...,n-2. 0 
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See example (2c) in Section 3. 
Analysis of the last case, CY,_,,~-, # 0, will be done separately to Lemma 7.1(i) 
(6(Wi)=l, i=l,..., n-l) and then to Lemma 7.l(ii) (S(w,)=n-1, 6(8,)=1, 
i=2,...,n-1). 
Lemma 7.2”. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.1(i), if cr,_,,n-, f 0 then a,,,_, # 0, 
b$,zo, i=l,..., n - 1, and 6(S,_,) = 1. 
Proof. Consider (Wi - (~~,,,-,ti,) x S,_, = b&,0,, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. Since LY,-,,~-, # 0, 
then 6(W,,_, -(Y,-,,n-,~‘n) =O. Then 6(S,-,) = a(%,,-,) = 1 and bz_,,,-, # 0. Assume 
for some i, 1s i<n-2, cy,,,_,=O. Then from 6(S,_,)= 1, 6(W,)= 1, we obtain 
6(W, x S,_,) = 2 and if n > 2 then 6(1?~ x S,_,) # 0, which contradicts 6(Wi) = 1. Hence 
LY;,~-,#O, i=l,..., n-2. Therefore a(@,-a,,,-,G,)=O, i=l,..., n-l and we 
obtain bf,_,#O, i=l,..., n-l. q 
Lemma 7.2”‘. Under the assumptions of Lemma 7.l(ii), ifa,_,,,_, # 0 then ai_, # 0, 
b:,_,#O, i=2 ,..., n-l, (Y,,~-,=O, bT,,_,=O and 6(S,-,)=l. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in Lemma 7.2” for proving S(S,_,) = 1 and CX,,,_,, 
b;,_,, i=2,. . . , n - 1. Let LY~.~-, # 0. Then from (ti, -(Y,,~-,W,) x S,_, = bT,,_,%,, 
we have 6(S,_,) = 6(W,) = n - 1, a contradiction. Hence (~r,~-, =0 and from 
W, x S,,_, = b%,_l~,, we have bT,,_, =O. II 
The following corollary, which summarizes the previous results, will describe the 
complete relationship among ail, W,, bs, Sr, i, 1= 1,. . . , n - 1. 
Corollary 7.3. Zf an algorithm is described by Corollary 5.5(iii) (6(Wi) > 0, i = 
1 ,... I n -1, S(gn_,) = l), then the rows of @’ must satisfy one of the following 
conditions: 
Condition 1. If 6(Wi) = 1, i = 1, . . . , n - 1, and therefore ai/, bs # 0, i = 1, . . . , n - 1, 
I=1 ,..., n-2, 6(S,)=l, i=l,..., n-2, then either 
(la) ifcy,-,,,-,=O andbE_,,,_,=O, thenai,n_,=O, bf,_,=O, i=l, . . ., n-2, and 
6(S,_,) = n - 1 or 
(lb) ifl~,-,,~~,=O andbz_,,,_,#O, thena,,,_,=O, bT,_l#O, i=l,..., n-2, and 
6(S,_,) = 0 or 
(lc) if~~,-,,~-, #O, then c~~,~-, #O, b$_, #O, i= 1,. . , , n-l, and 6(S,_,)= 1. 
Condition2. IfG(W,)=n-1 and6(wi)=1, i=2,...,n-l,andthereforea,,=O, 
bF,=O, l=l,..., n-2, a,,,bz#O, i=2 ,..., n-l, l=l,..., n-2, 6(S,)=l, i= 
1 I . . . 9 n - 2, then either 
(2a) ifc~~-,,~~,=O and b~-,,n-,=O, thenai,n-,=O, b&-,=0, i=l,. ., n-2, and 
6(S,_,) = n - 1 or 
(2b) ifc~,-,,~-, = 0 and b:_,,,_, # 0, then aUin_, = 0, b$_, Z 0, i = 1,. . . , n -2, and 
S(S,_,) = 0 or 
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(2~) ifan_,,n_,#O, thencu,,,_,fO, bT,_,#O, i=2 ,..., n-l, LY,,~-,=~, bT,,_,=O 
and 6(S,_,) = 1. 
In conditions (1) and (2) we assume S(W,) = 0. 
Proof. Summary of Lemma 7.1 and Lemmas 7.2-7.2”‘. 0 
Corollary 7.3 states that the sets {(la)}, {(lb)}, {(lc)}, {(2a)}, ((2b)) and ((2~)) 
separately give a complete description of the relations among cy,/, b:, Wi, S,, 
i, 1= 1,. . . , n - 1. In the rest of this section we are going to answer the following 
questions: How can the above sets determine the values of a:, V,, i, 1= 1,. . . , n - l? 
Do there exist any sets which are equivalent to each other in the sense of Section 
4? Is each set described by an existing algorithm or a new one? 
At first glance, Corollary 7.3 hints that this may be a source for many non-related 
algorithms. But after some more analysis we will prove that some of the entries in 
Corollary 7.3 are equivalent to each other and some are equivalent to previous 
algorithms and we are about to get only one new type of algorithm. 
So at first we show that there exists equivalence relations among the conditions 
of Corollary 7.3. Corollary 7.3(la) states that if the algorithm is described by 
WA(x)y = (Ila)m then 
the 6 of the first II- 1 rows of 6’ is 1 and the entries of the first n -2 columns of 
(Y are not zero. This particular structure of cy enables us to change two multiplications 
of m (transformation (3) of Section 4) and get an equivalent algorithm which is 
described by Corollary 7.3(lb) (see examples (2a) and (2~) in Section 3). The 
difference between Corollary 7.3(la) and (2a) is that in (2a) we have one row, g,, 
such that 6( G,) = n - 1, hence the entries of the first row in cy are zero and the rest 
is the same as Corollary 7.3( la). Therefore the same technique we used to analyze 
Corollary 7.3(la) can be used to analyze Corollary 7.3(2a). The above is described 
in the next lemma. 
Lemma 7.4. Zf an algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(la), then it is equivalent to 
an algorithm which is described by Corollary 7.3(lb). The same is true for Corollary 
7.3(2a) and (2b). 
Proof. Recall Lemma 4.2 in [I] that U,, = Ku;tT+C:i: aijKu,+,itf+j. From Corollary 
7.3since6(tii)=1,i=l ,..., n-l,or6(G,)=n-1, S(G,,)=l, i=2 ,..., n-1,then 
wi,n-l=O, i=l,..., n - 1. Therefore from the regular matrix representation of U,, 
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(given as (6) in Section 2), we obtain 
n--l 
O’=(~,;)r=(K~i)If~+ C aij(Kun+.,)It;F+j, (1) 
,‘I 
where the subscript 1 means the first row of the matrix. We know that cu f 0, 
i=l,..., n-l, 1=1,..., n-2, {tn ,..., tzn_,} (j= 1) are linearly independent 
[l, Lemma 4.61. 0  
0 0 
K=;; I 
..0  1 
. . . 0 1 0 
f;; 
0 1 . . . 0 0 0 
1 0 . . . 0 0 0 1 
and from (1) we obtain 
x,_,EL;(x), i=l,..., n-l, i=n+l,..., 2n-2, (2a) 
i.e. x,-, does not appear in 2n -3 multiplications. Since 6(ti,,) = 0 and un = K-l%, 
[l, Lemma 4.12(i)], we obtain 
K-1 E L,(x). (2b) 
Since (Y,,,$-, = 0, i = 1, . . . , n - 1 (the last column of the matrix a) from Corollary 
7.3( la) and (2a), we can apply transformation (3) of Section 4 to get an equivalent 
algorithm. Choose a 2 x 2 non-singular G-matrix A; then t:+, K-‘U,,,-(u,+,I...l~*n-2) 
[ 1 ; =hhn-MA- t;et,  [ 1 (3) T t2n-2 
Choose a = 1 + [unm’, 5 E G, t # 0. (Y is an invertible element in G[u]/(u”) where 
1 . . 0 
0 1 . . . 0 
u,=. . 1. I i . . . . 
is its regular matrix representation in G[u]/(u”). Multiply (3) by Uz; 1;5+, CK-'~b$-(un+,l... I%-2) ! 
[ 1 
T 
= Uf(u, 1 u+,)AA-’ ,ffl 
G-2 
[ 1 . t2n-I (4) 
From (2a) and the form of r/z, it follows that (u,+,\ . . . Iu~~-~) stays invariant under 
multiplication by Uz. 
lJ:K-‘= K’U,. (5) 
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From (4) and (5) it follows that 
ab 
A= 
[ 1 cd ’ 
ad-bc=l, 
’ 
If a # 0 and since x,-, E L,(x), it follows that 
x0, X,-I E GI(x), %-I E L;,-,(x), 
E,,(X) = u;x, G,-,(x) = G-,x, 
_I%,, Yn-1 E iii,(Y), Yn-I E R;izn-l(Y), 
Mn (Y) = 6 I\?,,_,(y) = iZH_,y. 
(6) 
(74 
(7b) 
From I&,_, = G,, x S,_, [l, Lemma 4.12(i)], 6(W,) = 0 and (7a), we obtain 
S(S,_,) = 0. (8) 
From (Gi-cr,,,_,)xS,_,= bf,,_,@,, q_,=O, i=l,..., n-l, and (8) we obtain 
b&,#O, i= l,.. ., n-l. (9) 
Equations (8) and (9) are the same as described in Corollary 7.3(lb) and (2b). We 
will continue to denote G,, I&~_, . . . by u,,, uZn_, . . q 
Example (2~) in Section 3 demonstrates how transformation (3) is used in 
Lemma 7.4. 
Remark 7.5. Under the assumption of Corollary 7.3(lb) or under the assumption 
of Corollary 7.3(2b), we can assume from the proof of Lemma 7.4 (7b) that 
Y,-, E fin(y) and Y,-, E &,-,(y). 
Lemma 7.6. Zf for some i, S(Wi) = 1, a,,, . . . , a,,,-, # 0, ai,+, = 0 and yn-, E J%,(y), 
y,_,EA&_,(y), then V,=(l,O ,... ,O), 6(V)=l, i=l,..., n-2, 6(V,_,)=O and 
a$fO, I=1 )...) n-l. 
Proof. Since y,_, E M,,(y), then from the structure of K, Kt, = I%,~ x V, [l, Lemma 
4.12’(ii)] and a(@,,) = 0, we have 
6( V,) = 0. (la) 
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From [ 1, Lemma 4.8, Remark 4.91 and (la), we have 
V,=(l,O )...) 0). (lb) 
Since ti f 0 then from ai,Kt, = W, x V, [l, Lemma 4.12’(i)] and (la) we have 
% f 0. (2) 
From our assumption cy,,, . . . , a,,,_, f 0, then 
6(wi-a,,w,)=0, S(w-cu, _,,, )=O, I=1 )...) n-2. (3) 
From (Wi - ai,l%,) x V, = U$*i X V, [l, Lemma 4.12’(iii)], (la), (2) and (3), we obtain 
S(V,)=6(~,_,)=1, l=l,..., n-2. (4a) 
From y,_, E Mzn_,(y). I&_, = I@,, x V,_, [l, Lemma 4.12’(ii)], we obtain 
6( V,_,) =o. (4b) 
From (W, - LY,,,%,,) x V, = a$tii x V,), (la), (3) and (4a) we obtain 
UZfO, I=1 )...) n-2. 
Since LY~,~_~ = 0, then from W, x V, = uf,Gi x V,, and (4b) we have a$, f 0. Cl 
Corollary 7.7. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.3(lb), V,,= (1, 0, . . . ,O), 
6(Vi)=l, i=l,..., n-2, 6(V,_,)=O undu$#O, i,l=l,..., n-l. 
Proof. From Corollary 7.3(lb) and from Remark 7.5, the conditions of Lemma 7.6 
holdforall i=l,...,n-1. 0 
Corollary 7.7’. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.3(2b), V,, = (1, 0, . . . , 0), 
S(v)=l,i=l,..., n-2,S(V,_,)=O,u~#O,i=2 ,..., n-1,1=1 ,..., n-l,u,,#O, 
uT,=O, I=1 ,..., n-2, unduf,,_,#O. 
Proof. From Corollary 7.3(2b) and from Remark 7.5, the conditions of Lemma 7.6 
hold for all i = 2,. . , n - 1. From u,,Kt, = “t), x V,, and the fact that 6( V,,) = 0, we 
haveu,,#O.Sincecr ,,,,..., a,,,_,=Oand V,,=(l,O ,..., 0),6(q)=l, 
i=l,...,n-2, 
6(V,_,)=O, then from ~,xV,=u~,~,xV, we obtain uT,=O, l=l,...,n-2, and 
* a,,,_, f 0. 0 
We are ready now to derive the algorithms that are based on Corollary 7.3(lb) 
and the algorithms that are based on Corollary 7.3(2b). 
The algorithm we state next is described as a lemma and not as a theorem since 
we are going to give it in a different form later which will be the final version. 
Therefore, the proof is omitted. 
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Lemma 7.8. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.3(lb), every algorithm A for 
computing the coeficients of (C:ii xlu’)(C:id y,u’) mod un in 2n - 1 multiplications 
is equivalent to the algorithm whose Li(x)‘s and M,(y)‘s are given by 
u,=t;=K-‘(w,_,/(w-Pi)), i=l,..., n-2, 
u,_, = i,_, = K-*(w,_,), 
u, = i, = K-‘( W,), 
u,+r = Q+, = KP’(kll(w- a,-,J), I=l,...,n-2, 
tiZnPl = t;+, = (0, Q,,,, . . . , K,n-lL 
where t.7; = (zi,,, . . . , t&,), i = 1,. . . , 2n-1, 6(W,)=O, S(C,_,)=l, Wn,Wn_,E 
G[u]/(u”), and the set A = {p,, . . . , Pne2, a,,_ ,,,, . . . l (Y,-~,~_~} has 2n -4 distinct 
elements. Conversely, for every W,_, , S’,, G[ u]/(u”), 6( W,_,) = 1, 6( W,) = 0 and for 
everysetA ={P,, . . . , L2, CG-~,~, . . . , Q,-~,~-z ) of 2n - 4 distinct elements of G there 
exists an algorithm A for computing the coejicients of (1::; x,u’)(C:li y,u’) mod u”, 
using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and M,(y)‘s, i = 1, . . . ,2n - 1, are given by 
the form in the first half of the theorem. 
The proof is given in [2]. The algorithm presented in Lemma 7.8 is the algorithm 
which is given by example (2d) in Section 3. 
By using Corollary 7.3(2b) we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.8’. Under the assumptions of Corollary 7.3(2b), every algorithm A for 
computing the coejicients of (C:I(: x,u’)(C:zi yjui) mod U” in 2n - 1 multiplications 
is equivalent to the algorithm whose Li(x)‘s and M,(y)‘s are given by 
ii, = I, = 1, 
~i=i,=K~‘(w,~,/(w-Pi)), i=2 ,..., n-2, 
t&-, = i+, = K-‘(w,_,), 
6, = T, = K’(ti),), 
u,+, = in+, = K-‘(w,-ll(w-cu,-l,,)), I= 1,. . . , n -2, 
fi2P-l = L-1 = (0, al,,, . . . , RI,n-l), 
where Ui = (t&,, . . . , i&-,), i = 1,. . . ,2n-1, 6(W,)=O, 6(W,_,)=l, +n,W,_,~ 
G[u]/(u”), 1 is the unit vector in G[ u]/(u”) and the set 
A={@,, . . . , h-2, an-l,,, . . . , CL,,,,-2) 
has 2n - 5 distinct elements. Conversely, for every S,,_, , @,, E G[u]/(u”), S( $,,_,) = 1, 
S( +,,) = 0 and for every set 
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of 2n - 5 distinct elements of G there exists an algorithm A for computing the coejicients 
of CC:,: x,u’)(C?Zi y,u’) mod u”, using 2n - 1 multiplications whose L,(x)‘s and 
M(Y) ‘s, i = 1,. . . ,2n - 1, are given by the form in theJirst half of the theorem. 
Proof. If the algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(2a), then the proof is the same 
as Lemma 7.8 for u,, ti, i = 2, . . . , 2n-1. For u, and t, we obtain from WY= 
(5, 0, . . , 0), .$ Z 0, .$E G [l, Lemma 4.12(iii)] (b,&u, = 13,) and from [l, Lemma 
4.12’(i)] (a,&t, = W,) that ii, = t, = 1. q 
Summary. Lemma 7.8 classifies all the algorithms which are described by Corollary 
7.3(lb) and Lemma 7.8’ classifies all the algorithms which are described by Corollary 
7.3(2b). We aim at classifying all the algorithms described by Corollary 7.3(la) and 
Corollary 7.3(2a). If the algorithm is given by A(x)y = Mm, then by Lemma 7.4 the 
difference between algorithm described by Corollary 7.3(la) and (lb) is in the nth 
and the (2n - l)th entries of m. The same is true for Corollary 7.3(2a) and (2b). 
Thus ui and t,, i=l,..., n-l, n+l,.. . ,2n -2, are the same as they appear in 
Lemmas 7.8 and 7.8’. In order to retrieve u,, uZn-,, t, and tzn-, we need to know 
So, S,,_,, V,, and V,_,. S,, and S,_, are given, and V, and V,_, will be derived in 
Lemma 7.9. By using Lemmas 7.8, 7.8’ and 7.9, we will derive the algorithms that 
are described in Theorems 5.9, 5.9’. 
Lemma 7.9. If an algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(la), then: 
(9 a,,=O, i=l,..., n-l; 
(ii) s(V,)=n-1; 
(iii) S( V+,) = 0. 
Proof. From Corollary 7.3(la), we have 
6(S,)=l, I=1 ,..., n-2, S(S0) =O, 6(S,_,) = n - 1, (la) 
6(W;)=l, a,,#O, Q-,=0, i=l,..., n-l, Z=l,..., n-2. (lb) 
From Ku,+r = W, x S, [l, Lemma 4.12(i)], 6(*,,) = 0 and (la), we obtain 
x,_,&Li(x), i=n+l,..., 2n-1. 
From bioKui = Wi x S, [l, Lemma 4.12(ii)], (la) and (lb), we obtain 
(2a) 
x,_, @ Li(x), i = 1,. . . , n - 1. (2b) 
Equations (2a) and (2b) yield that for all i = 1,. . . , n - 1, {Ui, u,+,, . . . , UZ~-I} are 
linearly dependent. Hence a,o = 0, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. This proves (i) of the lemma. 
From U,?, = Kt,uT+CyL: adKt,+ju~+j, i = 1,. . . , n - 1 [l, Corollary 4.31, (Yi,n-l =O 
(lb), u, =Cyli a&,+,, i= 1,. . . , n - 1 [ 1, Corollary 4.7’1 and a;, = 0, we obtain 
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Multiply (3a) by V, using Corollary 4.7” in [l]. Then we obtain 
cix v,=o, i=l,...,n-1. (3b) 
From (lb) and (3b), we (obtain 6( V,) = n - 1. This proves (ii) of the lemma. From 
Ku,,_, = C, x S,-, [ 1, Lemma 4.12(i)] and (la), we obtain nZn_, = ([, 0, . . . , 0), 5 E G, 
5 # 0. From [l, Corollary 4.7”], we obtain 6( V,_,) =O. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.9. In Lemma 7.4 we proved by applying transformation (4) of 
Section 4 that Corollary 7.3( la) and (lb) are describing equivalent algorithms. Since 
the transformation in Lemma 7.4 changes only the nth and the (2n - 1)th multiplica- 
tion, then ui and t,, i = 1, . . . , n - 1, n + 1, . . . ,2n -2, are the same as derived in 
Lemma 6.7. Therefore we have 
n, = K-‘(%, x &l(w -PO), 
t,=K-‘(ti,_,/(w-P,)), i=l,..., n-2, 
(la) 
u,_, = K-‘(I?,-, x S,,), t,_, = K-,(w,_,), (lb) 
u,, = K -‘(w, x So), t, = K-‘(a,, x V,), (lc) 
u,+,= K-‘(I&, x S,l(w-%,J)), 
(Id) 
f nt, =K-,(~~_,/(w-a,,~,,,)), 1=1,..., n-2, 
nZn_, = K-‘(w, x Sn-,), fI,,_, = Kp’(8,, x Vnm,), (le) 
where W,_,/W, = w. We assume here that 6(S,) = 0 but not necessarily (1, 0, . . . , 0). 
Since 6( V,,_,) = 0 (Lemma 6.9(iii)), then applying Lemma 4.8 in [l] on Vn_,, we 
obtain 
w, = v,_, = (1, 0, . . . ) O), w = an-, . (2) 
Using (2) and the facts that a($_,) = n - 1 (Corollary 7.3(la)) and 6( V,) = n - 1 
(Lemma 7.9(ii)) in (lc) and (le) completes the proof. By already familiar argument, 
since {tin+,, . . . , G,_,} are linearly independent then a,,_ ,,,, pi i, I = 1, . . , n -2 are 
distinct scalars from the field G. 0 
To demonstrate this theorem see example (2a) in Section 3. 
Proof of Theorem 5.9’. If the algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(2a), then we 
use the same proof as in Theorem 5.9 for ui and ti, i = 2, . . . ,2n - 1. S, = (0, . . . , 0, l), 
6(S,,) = 0 and blO# 0. Then from b,,,Ku, = W, x S, [l, Lemma 4.12(iii)], we 
obtain U, = 1. From t, = Cyli b,,t,+, [l, Corollary 4.7’1 and b,, = 0, I = 1, . . . , n - 1 
(Corollary 7.3(2a)), then t, = b,,,t, and since t, = 1 we obtain U, = i, = 1. 0 
It remains to analyze Corollary 7,3(lc). There the 6 of n - 1 rows of t@ is 1 and 
all the entries in cx are not zero (include the last column). Therefore we cannot 
apply any more transformation (3) of Section 4 on the algorithm. This situation 
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yields that {u,, u,+,, . . . , uZn_,} are linearly dependent, V,, I = 1, . . . , n - 1, are invert- 
ible and S( V,) = n - 1 (Lemma 7.10). We already know that S(S,) = 0, 6(S,) = I, 
f=l,..., n - 1. The above is sufficient to give a description of the algorithm described 
in Corollary 7.3(lc). It is difficult now to see that it is equivalent to another algorithm 
in the previous chapter. But we prefer to go one step further and transform the 
algorithm into an equivalent one. There all the rows of @ are invertible but the 
algorithm will not be in the form WA(x)y = (I( ) a m. In order to get back to this 
form we interchange rows n and 2n - 1 of m and columns n of I and n - 1 of a. 
Because of this interchange we have that &I has been interchanged with V,_, and 
the same is true for So and S,_,. This transformation is described in Lemma 7.11. 
The same technique will be used for analyzing Corollary 7.3(2c). 
Lemma 7.10. Under the assumption Corollary 7.3(lc) we have that 
{u;, u,+1,. . . , %-,I, 
i=l,..., n - 1, are linearly dependent (ai,, = 0, i = 1,. . . , n - l), 6( V,,) = n - 1 and 
S(V,)=O, l=l,..., n-l. 
The same is true under the assumption of Corollary 7.3(2c). 
Proof. From [ 1, Lemma 4.21 we have that 
n-l 
0'=(u*,)l=(Kui)Lf7+ C ai,(Kun+,)ltT+,. (1) 
,=I 
Sets {ti, fn+,, . . . , fzn-,}, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, are linearly independent [ 1, Lemma 
4.12(ii)].ThenfromCorollary7.3(1~), 6(W,)=l, ai ,,..., a,,,_,#O, i=l,..., n-l, 
and from (1) we obtain x,_, & L;(x), i = 1, . . . , n - 1, n + 1,. . . ,2n - 1, which yields 
that {u,, u,+,, . . . , uZn-,}, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, are linearly dependent. Then 
a,,,=O, i=l,..., n-l. (2) 
From (2), 4.12’(i) in [l] and S(iGi) = 1, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, we obtain 
s(V,)=n-1. (3) 
Recall Corollary 4.3 in [I]; 
n-l 
U,, = Kt;uT+ C cfiiKt,+,u~+,, i = 1,. . , n - 1. (4) 
,=I 
Substitute U, =CyI,; a!,u”+j, i=l,...,n-1, in (4) where a,,)=0 using ui+,V,=Sil, 
j, l=O,..., n - 1, and we obtain 
(~,-cu,,w,)xV,=a,Kt,, i,l=l,..., n-l. (5) 
From Corollary 7.3(lc) and 6(W,) = 1, a,, f 0, i, l= 1,. . . , n - 1, we obtain 
6(%,-n,,G,,)=O, 
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i,l=l,.._, n-l.Therefore 
ail # O, i,l=l,..., n-l. 
From (5) and (6), 
(6) 
Ktj = 2 (Ci - Oj,W,) x V/p i,l=l,..., n-l. 
Corollary 4.7” in [l] and (3) implies that there must be at least one V,, 
k{l,...; n - l}, such that 6( V,) = 0. Assume I= n - 1. Then 
6( V,_,) = 0. 
For i = n - 1 in (7), 
Kt,_, = & ($)n-I- %*I,I%7) x v, 
1 
=G(“.+‘- ~,,-,,,,-,%I) x Vn-1, l=l,.. 
q_,,,#O, I=1 ,..., n - 1 (Corollary 7.3(lc)). Then 
S(G+, - cq_,,,W,) = 0, l=l,...,n-1. 
From Corollary 7.3(lc), (8) and (lo), we obtain 
6( v,) = S( V,_,) = 0, 
l=l,...,n-2. q 
(8) 
n -2. (9) 
(10) 
Lemma 7.11. If an algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(lc), then it is equivalent 
to an algorithm where: 
(i) S(*),)=O, i=l,...,n-I; 
(ii) 6(S,)=l, 1=0 ,..., n-2, S(S,_,)=O; 
(iii) S(V,)=O, l=O ,..., n-2, S(V,_,)=n-1; 
(iv) b$#O, i, l= 1,. . , n-l; 
(v) a,,#O, qn_,=O, i=l,..., n-l, a:#O, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2; 
(vi) 6(8,-a,,E,)=O, ~(KJ,-cY~,~-,W,)=~, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. 
Proof. Assume the algorithm described by Corollary 7.3( lc) is WA(x)y = Bm where 
B = (Ijcr). Let M be the matrix 
1 0 . . . 0 -cr,,n_, 
0 1 ,. . 0 -CY2_, 
M= : ; . . . ; ; 
. . 
. . 1 -ff,-l,“el 
0 0 . . . 0 1 
(1) 
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Apply M on WA(x)y = Bm and we obtain W’A(x)y = B’m’ where MW = w’. In 
B’= (11~1’) columns n and 2n - 1 of B were interchanged and in m’ rows n and 
2n-1 ofm wereinterchanged. a,,,_,fO, i=l,..., n-l,6(Gi)=1, i=l,..., n-l. 
Then 6(wI)=6(w,-a,,n_,~,)=0, i= l,.. ., n - 1, where W: is the ith row of Mb%? 
Continue to denote W’, ml, a’ as W, m, a, respectively. Since the rows n and 2n - 1 
of m were interchanged, then from Corollary 7.3( lc) and (1) we obtain 
iqW,)=O, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, 6(S,)=l, I=O,...,n-2, 
6(S,_,) = 0. 
(2) 
From Lemma 7.10, by interchanging V, with V+,, we obtain 
6(V,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, 6( V,_,) = n - 1. (3) 
From (Wi - c+,W,) x V, = a;ti, x V,, i, I = 1,. . . , n - 1, using (2) and (3) we obtain 
6(~i-Ly,,~,)=o, aS#O, i=l,..., n-1,1=1 ,..., n-2. (4) 
From (4) using (w,-(~~,~,)xS,=b~~,xS~, i,I=l,...,n-1, we obtain bz#O, 
i = 1,. . . , n - 1, I= 1,. . . , n -2. From (2), (Y,,,_, f 0, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, using 
(~;-~,,,_l~)n)XSn_,=bT,_lwiXSo, 
i=l,..., n - 1, we obtain 
s(*, - (Y,,,_,W,) = 1, bt,_,fO, i=l,..., n-l, 
b$#O, i,Z=l,..., n-l, 
(5) 
and from (3) and (5) using (Gi - cy,,,_,+,) x V,_, = aT,_,%j x V,, i= 1,. . . , n - 1, we 
have a$_,=O, i=l,..., n-l. 0 
Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11 enable us to show that the algorithm described by Corollary 
7.3(lc) is equivalent to the algorithm that has already been described in Theorem 5.7. 
Corollary 7.12. Every algorithm A for computing the coeficients of (crld x,u’) x 
(Cyii yiui) mod un in 2n - 1 multiplications which is described by Corollary 7.3( lc) 
(i.e. S(Wi)=l, i=l,..., n-l, 6(S,_,)=O, S(S,)=l, f=l,..., n-2 (tz+,S,=S,,, 
j,l=O,..., n -l), czil # 0 and bz # 0, i, 1= 1,. . . , n - 1) is equivalent to the algorithm 
that is given by Theorem 5.7. 
Proof. If the algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(lc) then from [l, Lemmas 
4.12(v), 4.12’(iii)] and Lemma 6.11(iv), (v) and (vi), we obtain 
S, = b:-,,,w x &/(w - a,-,.I), 
V,=a$_,,,wx Vo/(w-a,_,,,), 
(1) 
I=1 ,..., n-2, 
where w = a+,/ W,. 
Wi=yi*‘,_,/(w-pi), i=l,..., n-2. (2) 
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Substitute (1) and (2) in [2, Lemma 4.12(iii) and (iv)] and (1) and (2) in [l, Lemma 
4.12’(i) and (ii)]. 
Ui=$K-‘(C,-] XSo/(W-pi)), 
10 
(3a) 
ti=~KA'(ti,_,xV,l(w-Pi)), i=l,..., n-2, 
1” 
(3b) 
t, = K-y@, x V,) = K’(KJ’,_, x V”/(W_a,-,,“)), (3c) 
a,-I.0 - -0 , 
2.4 n+/ = C,.,K-,(%, x W(w - an-,.,)), 
(3d) 
t n+,=a~-,,,K~‘(Wn-,x Vo/(w-CX,~,,,)), I=1 ,..., n-2, 
UZ”_, = IT’*,, x s+,, t2n-, = Kp’w,, x V,m,. (3e) 
6( V,_,) = n - 1 (Lemma 7.ll(iii)). Then from (3e) we obtain tzn_, = ([,O,. . . ,O), 
520, [EG. S(S,_,)=O (Lemma7.11(ii)). Then wecanapplyLemma4.8in[l]not 
for S,, but for S,_,. Therefore 
s,_, = (l,O, . . . ) O), w:=(l,o )...) O), w=an-,. (4) 
Substitute (4) into (3e). As we did in Theorem 5.1 in [l], make the constants unity. 
6(B,_,) = 6( V,)=O. Then we can get rid of W,-, x V, in (3a)-(3d) and since 
6( IL,) = n - 1, then after getting rid of W,_, x V,, tzn_, still stays (5, 0, . . . ,O), .$# 0, 
5~ G. Hence we obtain the following multiplications: 
~i=K-,(S,/(w-p,))~=K~‘(l/(W-Pi)), i=l,...,n-2, (64 
u,_, = Ic,(S”), in-, = K-‘(l), (6b) 
%+/ = K-‘(SoI(w - CL,,,)), 
in+, = K’(l/(w-a,_,,,)), I=0 ,..., n-2, 
(6~) 
z&-, = K’(l), i2*-, = 1. (6d) 
Apply transformation (6) of Section 4, i.e. interchange the roles of U, and t;, on 
(6a)-(6d) and we obtain an algorithm which is equivalent to the algorithm described 
in Theorem 5.7. q 
The algorithm presented in Corollary 7.12 is the algorithm based on the following 
identity: 
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This algorithm first computes the coefficients of CC?:: xiu’)(C~~~ y,u’) using Theorem 
1.1 and then reduces them modulo u”. By using transformation (6) of Section 4, 
this type of algorithm can be transformed to an algorithm that first computes 
(CT:; x,u’)(C~~~ y,u’) using Theorem 1.1 and then reducing them modulo U” and 
adding xOyn-,u’-‘. For demonstrating this equivalence relationship, see example 
(3b) which is equivalent to (3a) in Section 3. 
Lemma 7.11’. If an algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(2c) then it is equivalent 
to an algorithm where: 
(i) 6(3,)=n-1, 6(*,)=0, i=2 ,..., n; 
(ii) 6(S,)=l, I=0 ,..., n-2, 6(S,_,)=O; 
(iii) S(V,)=O, I=0 ,..., n-2, s(V,_,)=n-1; 
(iv) b,, =O, 1 =O,. . . , n-2, b,,,_,fO, b$fO, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-l; 
(v) t, = (6, 0, . . . 201, 5 + 0, 5~ G, M,(y) = Mz~~,(Y); 
(vi) a,,#O, ar,n_,=O, i=l,..., n-l, az#O, i=l,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2; 
(vii) S(*,-a,,*,)=O, 6(Wi-a,,,_,@n)=1, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. 
Proof. Assume the algorithm which is described by Corollary 7.3(2c) is WA(n)y = 
Bm where B = (Z]Q). 
Let A4 be the matrix 
-1 0 . . . 0 0 - 
0 1 . . . 0 -Q&_, 
M= ; ; . . . ; . (1) 
. . 
. . . . 1 -Qn-l,n-l 
_oo...o 1 
Apply M on WA(x)y = Bm and we obtain W’A(x)y = B’m’ where MW = w’. In 
B’(lla’), columns n and 2n - 1 of B were interchanged and in m’, rows n and 2n - 1 
of m were interchanged. Continue to denote W’, m’, CY’ as W, m, a, respectively. 
Parts (i), (ii), (iii), (vi) and (vii) are derived as in Lemma 7.11. From [l, Lemma 
4.12(iii)], b,,,Ku, = w, x So, a(%,) = n - 1 and 6(S,) = 1, we obtain b,O= 0. From [l, 
Lemma 4.12’(i)], a,,,kt, = w, x V,, 6(W,) = n - 1 and S( V,) = 0, we obtain a,,# 0. 
6(S,)= 1, l=O,. .) n-2, b,,=O, and t,=cyi: b,,t,+, [l,Corollary4.7’],then t,S,= 
0, I=0 ,..., n-2. Therefore b,,=O, I=1 ,..., n-2. 6(S,_,)=O, i.e. S,_,,0#O, t,= 
(&O, . . .,O), 5~ G, l#O. Therefore t,Sn-,= b,,,_,#O. Then f,=b,,n-,tan-,, i.e. 
M,(y) = b,,,_, M2,-,(y). We can assume b,,,_, = 1. q 
Corollary 7.12’. Every algorithm A for computing the coefhcients of (c:ii XiU’) x 
(~~~~ y,u’) mod un in 2n - 1 multiplications, which is described by Corollary 7.3(2c), 
(i.e. 6(w,) = n-l, 6(W,)= 1, i=2,. . . , n-l, 6(S,_,)=O, 6(S,)=l, I=1 ,..., n-2 
( t:+, S, = 6,,, j, 1 = 0, . . . , n-l), a,!#O, bg#O, o,,,_,#O, b&_,#O, i=2 ,..., n-l, 
I=1 ,..., n-2,ando,,, bT,=O,l=l,..., n - I), is equivalent to the algorithm that 
is given by Theorem 5.7’. 
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Proof. If the algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3(2c) then by Lemma 7.11’ we 
obtain that u, and t;, i =2,. . . , 2n - 1 are the same as in Corollary 7.12. 
From substituting CX,,/ = 0, 1 = 1, . . . , n - 1 (Corollary 7.3(2c)) and b,,, =O, 
l=l,..., n-2, b,,,_,fO (Lemma 7.11(iv)) into U,-,=Ku,tT+C~~: CI~,KU,+~~~+~ 
[l, Lemma 4.21, we have that 
U,, = Ku, t:. (1) 
Multiply (1) by $_, (6(S,,_,) = 0, Lemma 7.11’(ii)). Then 
w, x S,,_., = b,,,_,Kq. (2) 
6( 9,) = n - 1. Then from (2) we obtain u, = (5, 0, . . , 0), .$ # 0, 5 E G and from 
Lemma 7.1 l’(v), 1, = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Hence the multiplications have the following form: 
u, = i, = 1, 
Q, = K-‘(S,I(w-P,)), t;= Kp’(l/(w-Pi)), i=2 ,..., n-2, 
G, = K-‘(So), i;,_, = K-‘(l), 
k+/ = K-‘(SoI(w-G,,,)), 
L+, = Km’(l/(w-cr,_,,,)), I=0 ,..., n-2, 
z&_, = K-‘(l), t;+, = 1. 
Apply transformation (6) of Section 4, i.e. interchange the roles of U, and t; 
and we obtain an algorithm which is equivalent to the algorithm described in 
Theorem 5.7’. 0 
Remark 7.13. In Lemma 7.1 l’(v), we have M,(y) = M,_,(y), hence we can derive 
an equivalent algorithm by using transformation (4) of Section 4. We will utilize 
this fact later on to show that a potential candidate for a new algorithm is in fact 
equivalent to an existing one. 
We have completed the derivation of all the algorithms described by Conditions 
1 and 2 of Corollary 7.3. 
8. No new algorithm or analysis of Corollary 5S(iv) 
Corollary SS(iv) states that the matrix w has the following structure: 6(W,) = 0, 
6(Wj)>0, i=2,..., n-2, 6(ti+,)= 1 and 6(W,)=O. We will see that no new 
algorithm will be generated appearing in this section are equivalent to the algorithms 
which have already been previously discovered in Sections 6 and 7. 
As usual, we will start by analyzing the structure of the matrix w and the values 
of a,,/, bc,, S,, i, I= 1, . . . , n - 1. 
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Lemma 8.1. It is impossible to have @‘such that 6(@,) = 0, 6( Wz) = n - 1, 6(W,) > 0, 
i=3,..., n-2, 6(W,_,)=l, S(%,)=O. 
Proof. Assume there is an algorithm whose w has the following structure: 6( w,) = 0, 
6(&)=n-1, 6(@,)>0, i=3 ,..., n -2, 6(W,_,)= 1. From a(*_,)= 1, it follows 
that at least n -2 terms of (Y,-,,,, . . . , (Y,-~,~-~ f 0 and by Lemma 4.11 in [l] we can 
assume 
@PI,,, . . . , ~n-,,nv2 f 0, 
S(l;i~-,-LY,-,,,W,)=S(w--Ly,~,,,)=O, I=1 ,..., n-2, 
(la) 
where w = $,_,/W,. From (ctn-, - an_ ,,,a,) x S, = bZ_,,,@,_, and (la), we have 
6(S,) = 6(W,_,) = 1. (lb) 
Since 6( i9,) = 0, then we obtain from [ 1, Lemma 4.1 l] that at least n multiplications 
are needed to compute wTA(x)y therefore 
o,,, . . . , alpI # 0. (24 
From ($,-a,,%,)xS,=bT,w,, (lb) and (2a), we obtain 
b:, = 0, 6(8,-a,,*,)=n-1. (2b) 
Let B={*,-a,,*,, Wz, I&,. .., W,}. B is base for G[u]/(u”), which by Lemma 5.1 
contradicts the assumption 6( ,&) = n - 1 and (2b). •1 
Lemma 8.2. If 6(W,)=O, 6(G,)>O, i=2 ,..., n-2, 6(3,_,)=1, 6(W,)=O, then 
a,, # 0, 1 = 1, . . . ) n-l bT,=O I=1 
;=l,..Y, 
> . . . 3 n-2,S(Gi)=l,a,,, b:#O,6(@,-a,,%,)= 
n-l, i=2 ,..., n-l, n-2, 6(S,)=l, i=l,..., n-2. 
Proof. Apply the same proof as in Lemma 7.1 for i = 2,. . . , n - 1 and we obtain 
s(%;)=l, q,,b$#O, 6(S,)=l, i=2 ,..., n-l, I=1 ,..., n-2. 6(W,)=O. Then 
all,. . ., Q1.P1 #0[1,Lemma4.11],andfrom(~,-a,,9,)~S,=b~,~,and6(~,)=0, 
6(S,)=l, I=1 ,..., n-2, we obtain bT,=O and 6(@,-a,#,,)=n-1, 1= 
1 ,..., n-2. 0 
The values of (Y~,~-,, bF,_, and 6(S,_,), i=2,. . . , n -1, are the result of case 
analysis as was carried out in Lemmas 7.2-7.2”‘. We will not repeat this identical 
procedure but summarize it in the following corollary. 
Corollary 8.3. Zf an algorithm is described by Corollary SS(iv) (i.e. 8($,) = 0, s(%,) = 
1, i=2,..., n-l, 6(%,,)=0) and therefore a,,#O, I=l,...,n-1, bT,=O, I= 
l,..., n-2, ~~,~,bzfO, i=2 ,..., n-l, l=l,..., n-2, 6(S,)=l, i=l,..., n-2, 
then either 
(la) if cr,-,,,_,=O and bz_,,,_,=O, then a,,n-,=O, i=2 ,..., n-2, b$_,=O, 
i=l,..., n -2, and S(S,_,) = n - 1 or 
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(lb) if(~,_,,~_,=O and bZP,,,_,#O, then ar,n-l=O, i=2 ,..., n-l, bfnm,#O, 
i=l,..., n -2, and S(S,-,) =0 or 
(IC) if a,_,,,-,#O, then a,,,-,fO, b$,ZO, i=2 ,..., n-l, bT ,,,- ,=O and 
6(S+,) = 1. 
The difference between Corollary 7.3, Conditions 1, 2 and Corollary 8.3 is that 
here we have one extra invertible row, %,, and 6( W,) = 1, i = 2,. . . , n - 1. Thus 
ffl,lr . “3 ffl,nmI # 0 and we cannot use transformation (3) of Section 4 but we will 
see that CX,,, =. . . = CY,,~_,. Hence we can obtain an equivalent algorithm where the 
entries of the first row of cx are all zero, M,(y) = M,,(y) and 6(W,) = n - 1. From 
M,(y) = M,,(y) it follows that we can apply transformation (4) of Section 4 on the 
new algorithm. Then we have that the new algorithm is the one already introduced 
in Corollary 7.3(2a). Therefore, an algorithm which is described by Corollary 8.3( la) 
can be reduced to an algorithm that is described by Corollary 7.3(2a) and therefore 
it is equivalent to an algorithm described by Corollary 7.3(2b) (Lemma 7.4). The 
algorithm based on Corollary 7.3(2a) is equivalent to the algorithm described in 
Theorem 5.9’. 
The above results were taken from the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.4. Every algorithm A for computing the coejkients of (C:IYi x,u’) x 
(CT:,; yiu’) mod u” in 2n - 1 multiplications which is described by Corollary 8.3(la) 
(i.e. 6(W,)=O, 6(Wi)=1, i=2 ,..., n-l, 6(S,)=O, 6(S,)=l, I=1 ,..., n-2, 
6(S,_,)=n-1, t~+,S,=$,j,l=O ,..., n - l), is equivalent to the algorithm that is 
given by Theorem 5.9’. 
Proof. Since Theorem 5.9’ is based on Corollary 7.3(2a), then we will prove that if 
an algorithm is described by Corollary 7.3( la), then it is equivalent to an algorithm 
that is described by Corollary 8.3(2a). 
From 6(1G,)=Oand (Wi-a,,W,)xS,=b~ti,, S(S,)=l, I=1 ,..., n-2 (Corollary 
8.3(la)) we obtain for i = 1, 
a(*,-a,,*,)=n-1, I=1 ,..., n-2. (la) 
bt,+, = 0 and 6(S,_,) = n - 1. Then from (W, - CY,,~-,@,~) x S,_, = bTn-,%,, 
6(w,-a,,,_,C,)Zl. (lb) 
Assume that 1 i 6(W, - (Y,,~-,GG,,) < n - 1. Then from (la) and (lb) we obtain S(W,) # 
0, a contradiction. Therefore 
S(*,-cu,,,_,d,)=n-1. (lc) 
Then from (la) and (lc) we obtain 
(Y ,, = cy,* =. . * = N,,n_, - 0. (2) 
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Multiply WA(x)y = (Zla)m by 
1 . . . . -e 
0 1 1: :” 0 M= . 
. . . . 
o.... 1 
1 
Then w,A(x)y = m, - 0m, where w, is the first row in MW. b:, = 0, I= 1,. . . , n - 1 
(Corollary 8.3( la)). Then from t, = CyLi b,,tnil [l, Corollary 4.7’1, we obtain (assume 
b,o= 1) 
M,(Y) = M,(Y) (3) 
Apply on (3) transformation (4) of Section 4 and we obtain an equivalent algorithm 
where 
ml = (L,(x)- ,%,(~))M,(Y) (4a) 
and from (la), (lc), (2) 
w,=(QO ,..., O), <#O,~EG. (4b) 
From (2), (4a) and (4b), we have 
a,,,=o, l=l,..., n-l. (4c) 
The new equivalent algorithm, which is described by Wi, CI,, and b;, i, 1= 1, . . . , n - 1, 
where W,, i=2 ,..., n, and W, are described in (4b), is exactly the one that has been 
described in Corollary 7.3(2a). Therefore it is equivalent to Corollary 7.3(2b). 0 
Lemma 8.4 implies that in order to construct an algorithm that is described by 
Corollary 8.3(la) it can be done in two steps: 
(1) Construct the algorithm as in Theorem 5.9’. 
(2) Since in Theorem 5.9’, M,(y) = M,,(y), then by linear combination of L,(x) 
and L,(x) we obtain the algorithm that is described by Corollary 8.3(la). 
It remains to examine Corollary 8.3(3c). Here all the entries of the matrix cx are 
not equal to zero, 6( $,) = 0, 6( @,) = 1, i = 2, . . . , n - 1. We obtain, as before, that 
all the entries of the first row of the matrix (Y are equal to each other. Hence we 
can obtain an equivalent algorithm WA(x) = (I) ) a m with the following properties: 
6( W,) = n - 1, all the entries in the first row of the matrix LY are zero and M,(y) = 
M,,(y). This is the algorithm already described in Corollary 7.3(2c). Therefore, we 
can apply Lemma 7.11’ and obtain 6(Wi) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, and interchange entries 
n and 2n - 1 of m. Then M,(y) = M,,_,(y). By Corollary 7.12’, the algorithm based 
on Corollary 7.3(2c) is equivalent to the algorithm defined in Theorem 5.7’. In 
Theorem 5.7’, L,(x) = Z+_,(x). Thus we can apply transformation (4) of Section 4 
and we will obtain an equivalent algorithm to that described by Corollary 8.3(lc). 
Lemma 8.5. Every algorithm A for computing the coeflcients qf (c:zi xjui) X 
(C:zd y,u’) mod u” in 2n - 1 multiplications which is described by Corollary 8.3(lc) 
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(i.e. 6(W,)=O, 6(Wi)=1, i=2 ,..., n-l, 6(&)=0, 6(S,)=l, I=1 ,..., n-l, 
t;f+, S, = sj/, 
j,l=O,..., n - l), is equivalent to the algorithm that is given by Theorem 5.7’. 
Proof. We will prove that if an algorithm is described by Corollary 8.3(lc), then it 
is equivalent to an algorithm that is described by Corollary 7.3(2c). Since Theorem 
5.7’ is based on Corollary 7.3(2c) it will prove the lemma. 
From Corollary 8.3( lc), 
6(S,)=l, I=1 ,...) n-l, S(G) = 0, (1) 
and since 6( W,) = 0, then 
Qllr . . . , Q,l,n-l # 0. 
From (@,-a,,~,)xS,=b~,~,, (1) and (2), 
bF,=O, I=1 ,..., n-l. 
From (1) and (3) using (W, - a,,*,,) x S, = bT,@,, 
S(%,-a,,w,)=n-1, I=l,...,n-1. 
From (4), 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Ly ,, = * . . = cY,,n_, - 8. (9 
Since b,, # 0, then from (3) using t, = ~,~~~ b,,t,+j [l, Corollary 4.7’1, we obtain 
M,(Y) = M,(Y) (b,,= 1). (6) 
Multiply WA(x)y = (Ila)m by 
1 . . . -8 
0 1 0 
M= . :” . 
1. I 
. 
. . 
b ..: ; 
and from (5) we obtain 
w,A(x)y = m, -em,,, (7) 
where w, is the first row in MW. By transformation (4) of Section 4 using (4), (6) and 
(7) we obtain an equivalent algorithm where 
w, = ([, 0,. . . ,O), 5#0, LEG, fl,/- 9 -0 
bf,=O, 
(8) 
I= 1,. . ., n-l. 
From (8) we obtain that the algorithm described by Corollary 8.3( lc) is equivalent 
to that described by Corollary 7.3(2c). 0 
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Lemma 8.5 implies that in order to construct an algorithm that is described by 
Corollary 8.3(lc) we require two steps: 
(1) Construct the algorithm as in Theorem 5.7’. 
(2) Since in Theorem 5.7’, L,(x) = &+l(n), then by linear combination of M,(y) 
and A&,-,(y), we obtain the algorithm that is equivalent to that described by 
Corollary 8.3( lc). 
Or we can construct the algorithm that is described by Corollary 8.3( lc) differently: 
(1) Construct the algorithm as in Theorem 5.7’. 
(2) By transformation (6) of Section 4, for all i = 1, . . ,2n - 1, interchange the 
roles of Ui and t,. 
(3) Here M,(y) = M2,_,(y). Then by linear combination of L,(x) and b_,(x), 
we obtain the algorithm that is equivalent to that described by Corollary 8.3( lc). 
Summary. Our main starting point was Corollary 5.5. There we proved that if the 
algorithm is given by WA(x)y = (Ila)m, then the rows of W must satisfy one of 
the following conditions: 
(i) S(i+,)=O,i=l,..., n. From (i) we derived the algorithms which are described 
in Theorems 5.6 and 5.7. 
(ii) 6(*,)=n-1, 6(W,)=O, i=2 ,..., n. From (ii) we derived the algorithms 
which are described in Theorems 5.6’ and 5.7’. 
(iii) S(W,)>O, i=l,..., n-2, 6($+,)=1, S(W,)=O. From (iii) we derived the 
algorithms which are described in Theorems 5.9 and 5.9’. 
(iv) 6(w,)=O, 6(W;)>O, i=2 ,..., n -2, 6( W,_,) = 1, 6( W,) = 0. From (iv) we do 
not obtain any new algorithms but only those that are equivalent to Theorem 5.7’ 
of (ii) and to Theorem 5.9’ of (iii). 
9. Conclusion 
If we combine together the results of this paper and the previous papers [8,1], 
we see that basically every bilinear algorithm for computing the coefficients of 
(C:ii xini)(C~~~ y,u’) mod Q(u)’ where Q(u) is irreducible (over G), deg Q(u)2 1, 
is equivalent to an algorithm that is based on computing the coefficients of 
(C:ci x,n’)(C~~~ y,u’), hence it necessitates large coefficients. Therefore, future study 
of sub-minimal algorithms should be considered. In addition, we conjecture that 
as in the case of [6] and [7] every minimal algorithm for computing the coefficients 
of (C:lb x,u’)(C:zi y,u’) mod Q(u)’ where Q(u) is irreducible (over G), 1> 1, 
deg Q(u) > 1 is bilinear. While for the algorithm in this paper where I> 1 and 
deg Q(U) = 1, we cannot claim the validity of the above conjecture since we have 
the following example which shows a minimal quadratic algorithm for computing 
the coefficients of (If=, xi~‘)(cf=, y,u’) mod u3. 
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XnYn 
(%+x,)b~o+Y,) 
X XIYI 
(%+Yn)(%!+YJ 
(-%+Yo)(x2-Y*) 
The problem of classifying all the minimal algorithms for computing the coefficients 
of (CFCi x,u’)(C~~~ y,u’) mod Q(u)’ where Q(u) is irreducible (over G), I> 1, is 
still open. 
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